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LOOK FOR THE GOLD SYMBOL IN THE BROCHURE

Booking and payment deadlines are stipulated on the gold symbols featured.

SAVE UP TO $1000 PER COUPLE
ON SELECT SMALL SHIP CRUISES IN 

CROATIA AND GREECE

EARN UP TO $500 PER COUPLE 
IN DISCOVER MORE TRAVEL VOUCHERS 500$

per couple

Up to
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Up to

SAVE

LOOK FOR THE SILVER SYMBOL IN THE BROCHURE

Booking and payment deadlines are stipulated on the silver symbols featured.

Conditions apply to the savings and Discover More Voucher offers, please see page 51, contact us or visit our websites for details.

discover moreBOOK EARLY &

DISCOVER MORE WITH BEYOND TRAVEL
Your vouchers are a great way to save on a wide range of additional Beyond Travel services. You can use
your vouchers on any service featured on our websites and in our brochures.

From pre or post hotel stays and city packages, to additional tours, Croatian cruises and even rail or ferry
services. There’s plenty of options to choose from, take a look at our selection of brochures and websites!

www.cruise-russia.com.au
www.india-and-beyond.com.au

www.cruise-croatia.com.au
www.beyondtravel.com.au

INDIA & 
BEYOND

RUSSIA & 
BEYOND

EASTERN EUROPE
& BEYOND

CRUISE
CROATIA



Recognised Leaders

Croatia & Beyond...Your Way

Going the Extra Mile
We value our reputation as standouts in
the industry. Our people and our products
are what set us apart: 

u CRUISES                                                                    

u TOURS

u HOTELS

u CAR HIRE

u TAILOR MADE ITINERARIES

u GUARANTEED DEPARTURES

There’s a reason we’re known as the best in the business – we’ve
grown through word of mouth from our many satisfied customers.
We consistently deliver beyond what we promise to enable a
flexible and unforgettable experience for each of our clients.

When you book with Beyond Travel, you’re booking us…our people, our products and our social belief. 

With our collective knowledge and over 21 years of unparalleled experience we are able to match each
of your unique requirements to the right product and at the right price. 

But equally important is the knowledge that you will be travelling with a company that cares about it’s
SOCIAL FOOTPRINT and has aspirations to do everything in it’s power to make sure that this has a
positive impact.

Service,
Value

Social Footprint
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This is what we do and we do it well…

Our intimate small group tours allow you to
connect with like minded people and travel as
a group of friends rather than just being
another face in the crowd. A smaller group
means better quality of time with your guide
and superior access to certain sights.

SMALL GROUP

SMALL GROUP

For independent travellers who like to forge
their own path, our Tailor-Made Tours are
designed to be customised by our experts to
suit your own specific needs. These
personalised tours allow you to take the reins
– you’re an individual; travel like one.

TAILOR-MADE

TAILOR-MADE

Free Cancellation (within 7 days)
Still unsure? Make your booking and you have up to seven days
to pay a deposit with no cancellation fees during this period. Peace
of mind whilst you make up your mind. Refer to page 51 for details.

SPLIT



SPECIAL JOURNEYS

SOLO TRAVELLER CLUB

Our private small group Special Journeys
are designed to enrich your travel
experience, bringing you closer to the
destinations you wish to explore.

Each of the three Special Journeys featured
in this brochure are comprehensive and
inclusive cruise-tours offering an immersive
experience that is exciting and hassle-free.
Packed with local encounters and cultural
experiences, each day is delightfully
different and filled with a collection of
exceptional moments .

Beyond Travel is pleased to offer solo travellers, who are prepared to share
on one of our Special Journey tours, the opportunity to make new friends
whilst saving on single supplements. Register your interest for twin share
accommodation on any of the three mentioned tours on this page. Refer
page 51 for details.

CLUB

TRAVELLER

SOLO
SPECIAL JOURNEY
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CROATIAN ENCOUNTER:
DUBROVNIK TO ZAGREB
10 day cruise-tour from Dubrovnik to Zagreb

CROATIA & SLOVENIA
BY LAND & BY SEA
16 day cruise-tour from Venice to Dubrovnik

COMPLETE CROATIA
13 day cruise-tour from Zagreb to Dubrovnik
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BLED

DAY 1 VENICEWe commence our tour with an arrival transfer to Hotel Belle
Arti (3 star) or similar. This evening, we will meet our guide and fellow tour
members at a welcome dinner. (D)

DAY 2 VENICE – POSTOJNA – BLED This morning we travel to Slovenia
and discover its highlights including Postojna, one of Europe’s largest cave
systems. We will then continue to picturesque Bled for a pletna boat ride on
the lake to explore the historic church on the island and Bled’s imposing
Castle. Check in at Hotel Astoria* (3 star). (B, L)

* Due to Rowing a Championship in September the tour accommodation will
be in nearby Bohinj.

DAY 3 BLED / JULIAN ALPS We discover Slovenia’s breathtaking alpine
region as we travel to stunning Lake Bohinj for a cable car ride to the top of
Mt Vogel with its incredible vistas. Continue your regional exploration and
visit a local tourist farm for an opportunity to participate in a butter making
workshop. This evening travel to a nearby village for a traditional and lively
dinner in a local restaurant. (B, D)

DAY 4 BLED – LJUBLJANA – ZAGREB Today we uncover Slovenia’s lively
capital Ljubljana on a guided walk through its baroque Old Town. We then
cross the border and travel to the Croatian capital, Zagreb to check in at Hotel
Dubrovnik (4 star) or Hotel Palace (4 star). After settling in to our rooms we
will join our guide for a walking tour featuring the historic Upper Town and
Zagreb Cathedral. (B, D)

DAY 5 ZAGREB – BALE – BUZET We continue our journey to enchanting
Istria, which still retains its Venetian heritage, to explore its lesser known inland
region of delightful medieval hilltop villages. Our guide will take us for a true
taste of the region to visit a small family-owned olive oil factory and sample
locally produced oils in the charming village of Bale. Continue your adventure
seeing delightful towns full of old charm to arrive at quaint Buzet, known as
the city of truffles. Check in at the boutique Hotel Vela Vrata (4 star). (B, L)

DAY 6 BUZET / ISTRIAN PENINSULA Experience Istria's stunning coast as
we explore the picturesque fishing village of Rovinj and then continue to Pula
to see its ancient amphitheatre towering over the town's centre. (B, L)

DAY 7 BUZET – PLITVICE This morning we take a scenic drive to one of
Croatia’s highlights, Plitvice Lakes. On arrival, we will take a walking tour
through the park where 16 terraced lakes are connected by cascading
waterfalls offering spectacular scenery. Check in to a charming family run
hotel, Ethno Houses Plitvica Selo (4 star) for dinner and overnight. (B, D)

DAY 8 PLITVICE – SKRADIN – SPLIT This morning presents another
opportunity to capture the beauty of the lakes as we walk in the park before
travelling through Croatia's heartland to Bibich Winery. At this culinary stop
we sample locally produced wines and enjoy a lunch of regional foods before
proceeding to Split for an early evening arrival at Hotel Cornaro (4 star). (B, L)

DAY 9 CRUISE: SPLIT – BRAC – HVARWith our guide we will explore Split’s
historic centre built around the 4th century Diocletian’s Palace. We will then
meet our captain and crew as we embark on a private charter aboard the deluxe
MS Equator / MS San Antonio through the stunning Dalmatian Islands. We set
sail for beautiful Bol on the Island of Brac, for a swim at the famous Golden
Horn beach. We arrive this evening in Hvar’s ancient port of Stari Grad. (B, L)

DAY 10 CRUISE: HVAR Our Hvar experience continues with an in-depth
introduction to island life on one of the world’s most stunning islands. We
explore small fishing villages, see vineyard-covered hills, olive groves and
undulating fields of rosemary and lavender (seasonal), followed by a
traditional peka lunch including wine tasting at a local konoba (traditional
tavern). In the afternoon we arrive in Hvar Town, the historical centre of Hvar
Island, for a guided walk through this popular Adriatic hot spot. (B, L)

DAY 11 CRUISE: HVAR – BISEVO – VIS We cruise to Bisevo Island’s
incredible Blue Cave, one of the most unique natural phenomena in the world.
Only recently opened to the public, its silvery blue waters are a must –see.

CROATIA & SLOVENIA
BY LAND & BY SEA

16 day cruise-tour from $6,395 

SPECIAL JOURNEY

Experience the best of Croatia and Slovenia! Travel from Venice through the majestic Julian Alps to the historic
Istrian Peninsula and UNESCO-listed Plitvice Lakes to join our privately chartered deluxe Dalmatian Island cruise.
Immerse yourself in Slovenia’s alpine region with two nights in picturesque Lake Bled, explore the charming capital
cities of Ljubljana and Zagreb and indulge in the regional flavours of Istria and the Dalmatian Coast.
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VENICE to DUBROVNIK

featuring

8 DAY DALMATIAN ISLAND CRUISE

aboard MS Equator/MS San Antonio

We continue our cruise with stops for a refreshing swim in the warm waters of the
Adriatic to beautiful Vis Island. Until the late 80’s Vis was closed to tourists and
served as a military zone for the Yugoslav army. (B, L)

DAY 12 CRUISE: VIS – KORCULA This morning we journey to Korcula sailing
along the length of the island to enchanting Korcula Town where, on a walking tour,
we will see the mighty fortress and city walls. (B, L)

DAY 13 CRUISE: KORCULA – MLJET We continue our Dalmatian exploration to
Mljet, one of the Adriatic’s prettiest islands. Here we will embrace the relaxed
atmosphere and unspoilt beauty of the National Park, its two unique salt water
lakes and medieval monastery. (B, L)

DAY 14 CRUISE: MLJET – SIPAN Enjoy refreshing swims and stops in beautiful
coves as we cruise to Sipan, forming part of the picturesque Elaphite Islands. Here
we will explore the settlement of Sipanska Luka and appreciate its delightful laid
back ambiance. (B, L)

DAY 15 CRUISE: SIPAN – DUBROVNIKWe cruise the final stretch to Dubrovnik, the
Jewel of the Adriatic.  Take in spectacular views of the city walls and Old Harbour  and
join a walking tour of the walled city. Tonight, celebrate the conclusion of the tour at a
farewell dinner accompanied by Klapa entertainment. (B, D)

DAY 16 CRUISE: DUBROVNIK Your cruise-tour concludes with a departure
transfer for your onward journey. (B)

Jul 13; Aug 10; Sep 7                  Per Person          Single
                                                      Twin Share     Supplement

Main Deck Cabin                              6,795               2,695

Lower Deck Cabin                            6,395               2,395

2019 departure dates: May 17; Jun 14; Jul 12; Aug 9; Sep 6

Pre-register now to secure your place. $250 per person
deposit, fully refundable (see page 51)

For more images, deck plans and further information on 
MS Equator/MS San Antonio please refer to page10 of
this brochure or visit our dedicated cruise website at

www.cruise-croatia.com.au

HIGHLIGHTS

2018 GUARANTEED DEPARTURES

• Lake Bled and Slovenia’s breathtaking Julian Alps
• Zagreb’s historic Upper Town and St. Mark’s Church
• Istrian Peninsula - beautiful seaside towns of Rovinj & Pula
• Istrian hilltop villages and olive oil tasting in Bale
• Spectacular UNESCO listed Plitvice Lakes
• Regional specialties and wine appreciation at a family-

owned vineyard in Skradin
• Hvar island tour including fishing villages & a traditional

peka lunch with wine tasting
• Magnificent Blue Cave on Bisevo Island
• Captain’s dinner with Klapa – traditional live music

INCLUSIONS

• Escorted 16 day cruise-tour in ENGLISH ONLY
• Small group land tour with maximum 24 participants

(cruise maximum 36)
• 8 day land tour by modern air-conditioned coach
• Privately chartered 8 day deluxe cruise in a sea-view cabin
• Tour accommodation in central, first class & boutique hotels
• Half-board meals – breakfast and one main meal daily
• Complimentary beverage with lunch and a bottle of water

daily (aboard cruise only)
• Walking tours: Bled, Ljubljana, Zagreb, Bale, Buzet, Rovinj,

Pula, Plitvice, Split, Hvar, Korcula & Dubrovnik
• Port charges, tourist taxes and National Park fees
• Arrival and departure transfers
• Gratuities and hotel porterage

MS EQUATOR IN KORCULA
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Rovinj
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KORCULA

Our privately chartered deluxe cruise from Dubrovnik sails along the dramatic Dalmatian Coast at a relaxed pace,
encompassing many of Croatia’s most beautiful islands, before continuing by land to the magnificent Plitvice
Lakes. See the unique natural phenomenon that is Bisevo Island’s Blue cave, explore historic Korcula and
uncover the real Hvar as you indulge in one of Europe’s most authentic cruising experiences.

SPECIAL JOURNEY

DAY 1 CRUISE: DUBROVNIK Our cruise commences with an arrival transfer to
MS Equator/MS San Antonio. This evening, we meet our Captain and crew and
enjoy a welcome dinner on board. (D)

DAY 2 CRUISE: DUBROVNIK – SIPAN This morning a walking tour of Dubrovnik’s
spectacular Old Town before departing on our cruise adventure to Sipan, famous
for its wine and delightful laid-back ambiance. (B, L)

DAY 3 CRUISE: SIPAN – MLJET – KORCULA A short cruise away is the island
of Mljet. We discover the unspoilt beauty of the National Park and its two unique
salt water lakes and medieval monastery before continuing to Korcula and a
walking tour of this enchanting town. (B, L)

DAY 4 CRUISE: KORCULA – VIS This morning we will cruise to beautiful Vis,
which until the late 80’s was closed to tourism and served as a military zone for
the Yugoslav army. The island’s authenticity is still evident as we explore Vis
Town’s waterfront. (B, L)

DAY 5 CRUISE: VIS - BISEVO - HVARWe cruise this morning to Bisevo Island’s
Blue Cave, one of the most unique natural phenomena in the world. Only recently
opened to the public, its silvery blue waters are a must-see. Our journey continues
to Hvar Town, the historical centre of Hvar Island, for a guided walking tour. (B, L)

DAY 6 CRUISE: HVAR We begin today with a cruise along this beautiful island
towards the ancient port of Stari Grad. Experience the true nature of the Adriatic
as we stop for swims in secluded bays and coves before continuing our
exploration of Hvar by coach. We will take an excursion to Hvar’s small fishing
villages to get a glimpse of traditional island life, vineyard-covered hills, olive
groves and undulating rosemary and lavender fields (seasonal). We enjoy a tasty
peka lunch including wine tasting at a local konoba (traditional tavern) and return
to Stari Grad with the evening free. (B, L)

DAY 7 CRUISE: HVAR – BRAC – SPLIT This morning we will explore one of the
Adriatic’s loveliest islands, Brac, with a swim at the famous Golden Horn beach.

CROATIAN ENCOUNTER:
DUBROVNIK TO ZAGREB

10 day cruise-tour from $3,595 

YOUR DELUXE VESSEL

MS San Antonio with its maiden voyage in 2018 and 
MS Equator sailing for the first time in 2017, are exclusively
chartered by Beyond Travel for select dates. The deluxe MS
Equator and MS San Antonio offer a high standard of
accommodation and a relaxed atmosphere, perfect for
exploring the Dalmatian Coast.

www.cruise-croatia.com.au
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DUBROVNIK to ZAGREB

featuring

8 DAY DALMATIAN ISLAND CRUISE
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Afterwards, cruise to enchanting Split. With our guide we will walk the historic
streets of the city centre, built around the 4th century Diocletian’s Palace, and then
enjoy a final dinner on board with traditional Klapa entertainment. (B, D)

DAY 8 SPLIT – TROGIR – SKRADIN – PLITVICEWe farewell our captain and crew
as we continue our travels by coach north into Croatia’s heartland. We will visit
Trogir for a tour of its ancient artistic centre before a culinary stop at Bibich Winery
for a taste of locally produced wines and regional delicacies. We continue to Plitvice
Lakes National Park and check in at the family run Hotel Ethno Houses Plitvica
Selo (4 star) which is located near the Big Waterfall at the entrance of the National
Park. (B, L)

DAY 9 PLITVICE – ZAGREB This morning we will join our guide for a walking tour
through the park where 16 terraced lakes are connected by cascading waterfalls
offering breathtaking scenery. We then journey to Croatia’s lively capital Zagreb,
and uncover the history of the Upper Town, St Mark’s Church, Zagreb Cathedral
and Government Palace on a guided walking tour. We check in to Hotel Dubrovnik
(4 star) before a celebration of the conclusion of our tour at this evening’s farewell
dinner at a local restaurant. (B, D)

DAY 10 ZAGREB Our cruise-tour concludes with a departure transfer for our
onward journey. (B)

VIS

Jun 2, 30; Jul 28                           Per Person          Single
Aug 25; Sep 8, 22                         Twin Share     Supplement

Main Deck Cabin                              3,995               2,095

Lower Deck Cabin                            3,595               1,695

For more images, deck plans and further information on 
MS Equator/MS San Antonio please visit our dedicated

cruise website at www.cruise-croatia.com.au

INCLUSIONS

• Escorted 10 day cruise-tour in ENGLISH ONLY

• Small group land tour with maximum 24 participants
(cruise maximum 36)

• Privately chartered 8 day deluxe cruise in a sea-view cabin

• 2 day land tour by modern air-conditioned coach

• Tour accommodation in central, first class and boutique
hotels

• Half-board meals – breakfast and one main meal daily

• Complimentary beverage with lunch (aboard cruise only)
and a bottle of water daily

• Walking tours: Dubrovnik, Hvar, Korcula, Split, Trogir,
Plitvice Lakes and Zagreb

• Port charges, tourist taxes and National Park fees

• Arrival and departure transfers

• Gratuities and hotel porterage

HIGHLIGHTS

2018 GUARANTEED DEPARTURES

• Magnificent Blue Cave on Bisevo Island

• 2 nights on Hvar island, including a traditional peka
lunch with wine tasting

• Captain’s dinner with Klapa – traditional live music

• Regional specialties and wine appreciation at a family
owned vineyard in Skradin

• Spectacular UNESCO listed Plitvice Lakes

• Zagreb’s historic Upper Town and St Mark’s Church
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2019 departure dates: Jun 1, 29; Jul 27; Aug 24; Sep 7, 21

Pre-register now to secure your place. $250 per person
deposit, fully refundable (see page 51) 



HVAR

DAY 1 ZAGREB We commence our tour with an arrival transfer to Hotel
Dubrovnik (4 star) or Hotel Palace (4 star). This afternoon we will join our guide
for a walking tour featuring the historic Upper Town and Zagreb Cathedral
followed by a welcome dinner. (D)

DAY 2 ZAGREB – BALE – BUZET We continue our journey to enchanting
Istria, which still retains its Venetian heritage, to explore its lesser known inland
region of delightful medieval hilltop villages. Our guide will take us for a true
taste of the region to visit a small family-owned olive oil factory and sample
locally produced oils in the charming village of Bale. Continue your adventure
seeing delightful towns full of old charm to arrive at quaint Buzet, known as
the city of truffles. Check in at the boutique Hotel Vela Vrata (4 star). (B, L)

DAY 3 BUZET / ISTRIAN PENINSULA Experience Istria's stunning coast as
we explore the picturesque fishing village of Rovinj and then continue to Pula
to see its ancient amphitheatre towering over the town's centre. (B, L)

DAY 4 BUZET – PLITVICE This morning we take a scenic drive to one of
Croatia’s highlights, Plitvice Lakes. On arrival, we will take a walking tour
through the park where 16 terraced lakes are connected by cascading
waterfalls offering spectacular scenery. Check in to charming family run hotel,
Ethno Houses Plitvica Selo (4 star) for dinner and overnight. (B, D)

DAY 5 PLITVICE – SKRADIN – SPLIT This morning presents another
opportunity to capture the beauty of the lakes as we walk in the park before
travelling through Croatia's heartland to Bibich Winery. At this culinary stop
we sample locally produced wines and enjoy a lunch of regional foods before
proceeding to Split for an early evening arrival at Hotel Cornaro (4 star). (B, L)

DAY 6 CRUISE: SPLIT – BRAC – HVARWith our guide we will explore Split’s
historic centre built around the 4th century Diocletian’s Palace. We will then
meet our captain and crew as we embark on a private charter aboard the deluxe
MS Equator / MS San Antonio through the stunning Dalmatian Islands. We set

sail for beautiful Bol on the Island of Brac, for a swim at the famous Golden
Horn beach. We arrive this evening in Hvar’s ancient port of Stari Grad. (B, L)

DAY 7 CRUISE: HVAR Our Hvar experience continues with an in-depth
introduction to island life on one of the world’s most stunning islands. We
explore small fishing villages, see vineyard-covered hills, olive groves and
undulating fields of rosemary and lavender (seasonal), followed by a
traditional peka lunch including wine tasting at a local konoba (traditional
tavern). In the afternoon we arrive in Hvar Town, the historical centre of Hvar
Island, for a guided walk through this popular Adriatic hot spot. (B, L)

DAY 8 CRUISE: HVAR – BISEVO – VIS We cruise to Bisevo Island’s
incredible Blue Cave, one of the most unique natural phenomena in the world.
Only recently opened to the public, its silvery blue waters are a must–see.
We continue our cruise with stops for a refreshing swim in the warm waters
of the Adriatic to beautiful Vis Island. Until the late 80’s Vis was closed to
tourists and served as a military zone for the Yugoslav army. (B, L)

DAY 9 CRUISE: VIS – KORCULA This morning we journey to Korcula sailing
along the length of the island to enchanting Korcula Town where, on a walking
tour, we will see the mighty fortress and city walls. (B, L)

DAY 10 CRUISE: KORCULA – MLJET We continue our Dalmatian
exploration to Mljet, one of the Adriatic’s prettiest islands. Here we will
embrace the relaxed atmosphere and unspoilt beauty of the National Park,
its two unique salt water lakes and medieval monastery. (B, L)

DAY 11 CRUISE: MLJET – SIPAN Enjoy refreshing swims and stops in
beautiful coves as we cruise to Sipan, forming part of the picturesque
Elaphite Islands. Here we will explore the settlement of Sipanska Luka and
appreciate its delightful laid back ambiance. (B, L)

DAY 12 CRUISE: SIPAN – DUBROVNIK We cruise the final stretch to
Dubrovnik, the Jewel of the Adriatic, and take in spectacular views of the city

COMPLETE CROATIA
13 day cruise-tour from $5,095

This cruise-tour is your complete journey through Croatia’s most fascinating destinations. Experience the
Dalmatian islands on our privately chartered deluxe cruise ship, explore the historic hill-top villages of Bale
and Buzet and spend two nights on the island of Hvar. Along the way sample many of Croatia’s regional
specialties including olive oil and wine.

SPECIAL JOURNEY
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AD R I A T I C  S E A
 

ZAGREB to DUBROVNIK

featuring

8 DAY DALMATIAN ISLAND CRUISE

aboard MS Equator/MS San Antonio

Jul 16; Aug 13; Sep 10                  Per Person          Single
                                                      Twin Share     Supplement

Main Deck Cabin                              5,495               2,395

Lower Deck Cabin                            5,095               1,995

HIGHLIGHTS

2018 GUARANTEED DEPARTURES

• Zagreb’s historic Upper Town and St Mark’s Church
• Istrian Peninsula – beautiful seaside towns of Rovinj & Pula
• Istrian hilltop villages and olive oil tasting in Bale
• Spectacular UNESCO listed Plitvice Lakes
• Regional specialties and wine appreciation at a family-

owned vineyard in Skradin
• Hvar island tour including fishing villages & a traditional

peka lunch with wine tasting
• Magnificent Blue Cave on Bisevo Island
• Captain’s dinner with Klapa – traditional live music

INCLUSIONS

• Escorted 13 day cruise-tour in ENGLISH ONLY
• Small group land tour with maximum 24 participants

(cruise maximum 36)
• 5 day land tour by modern air-conditioned coach
• Privately chartered 8 day deluxe cruise in a sea-view cabin
• Tour accommodation in central, first class and boutique

hotels
• Half-board meals – breakfast and either lunch or dinner
• Complimentary beverage with lunch or dinner (cruise only)

and a bottle of water daily
• Walking tours: Zagreb, Bale, Buzet, Rovinj, Pula, Plitvice,

Split, Hvar, Korcula and Dubrovnik
• Port charges, tourist taxes and National Park fees
• Arrival and departure transfers
• Gratuities and hotel porterage

walls and Old Harbour. We will join a walking tour of the walled city and tonight,
celebrate the conclusion of the tour at a farewell dinner accompanied by Klapa
entertainment. (B, D)

DAY 13 CRUISE: DUBROVNIK Your cruise-tour concludes with a departure
transfer for your onward journey. (B)
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For more images, deck plans and further information on 
MS Equator/MS San Antonio please refer to page10 of this

brochure or visit our dedicated cruise website at
www.cruise-croatia.com.au

2019 departure dates: May 20; Jun 17; Jul 15; Aug 12; Sep 9

Pre-register now to secure your place. $250 per person
deposit, fully refundable (see page 51) 

13info@beyondtravel.com.au  • www.beyondtravel.com.au
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BOSNIA, CROATIA &
SLOVENIA 

11 day Premium Escorted Tour  

MOSTAR

ESCORTED

2018 GUARANTEED DEPARTURES

                                                              Per Person          Single
                                                                Twin Share     Supplement
Apr 19; May 3, 17, 31; Jun 14, 28
Aug 2, 16, 30; Sep 13, 27; Oct 11          

2,665                  1,085

INCLUSIONS

• Fully escorted in ENGLISH ONLY
• 4 & 5 star hotel accommodation (best available in Plitvice)
• Meals as specified
• Guided tours: Sarajevo, Split, Postojna Cave, Ljubljana,

Dubrovnik, Plitvice Lakes, Bled and Zagreb
• Wireless ‘whisper’ headset technology used for touring
• Transportation by air-conditioned coach
• Arrival and departure transfers (first and last day only)

DAY 1 SARAJEVO Your tour commences with an arrival transfer to Hotel Europa or Hotel
Holiday (4 star). This evening, join your fellow tour members and guide at a welcome
dinner. (D)

DAY 2 SARAJEVO Today you experience Bosnia’s vibrant capital on a comprehensive
city tour. Discover its Turkish roots at the bustling ‘Bas Carsija’ bazaar and the beautiful
16th century Husref Bay’s Mosque. Continue to the Olympic Stadium and the Gavrilo
Princip Museum. (B)

DAY 3 SARAJEVO – MOSTAR – DUBROVNIK Following a scenic drive through the
Neretva River gorge you will arrive in Mostar. Here you will visit Mostar’s Turkish quarter
and the World Heritage listed ‘Old Bridge.’ The recently reconstructed 16th century
single-arch stone bridge connects the Muslim east bank and the Bosnian-Croat west
bank. Continue your drive to the walled city of Dubrovnik staying at Hotel Lacroma (4
star). (B, D)

DAY 4 DUBROVNIK On a guided walking tour of the “Pearl of the Adriatic,” you visit
Rector’s Palace, the 15th century Orlando’s Column and Sponza Palace. Also see the
Dominican Monastery and Franciscan Monastery with its historic pharmacy. The
remainder of the day is at leisure to view Dubrovnik on a walk around its city walls. (B)

DAY 5 DUBROVNIK – SPLIT Journey north along the coast passing many quaint
fishing villages and resort towns until you reach Split. Here you will embark on a
comprehensive tour of this city built around the remarkable Diocletian’s Palace, the
retirement palace for Roman Emperor Diocletian. View the many Roman and Gothic
structures that lie within the walls of the palace, including the Temple of Jupiter and
the cathedral, originally built as Diocletian’s mausoleum. Dinner and overnight at Hotel
Atrium (5 star). (B, D)

DAY 6 SPLIT – TROGIR – PLITVICE Travel to Trogir, a centre of artistic activity where
scholars from around the world gather to study and paint, then continue inland towards
World Heritage listed Plitvice Lakes National Park. Enjoy a relaxing walking tour of the
breathtaking, turquoise lakes and cascading waterfalls surrounded by thickly wooded
mountains. Overnight at Hotel Jezero (3 star). (B, D)

DAY 7 PLITVICE – OPATIJA – POSTOJNA – BLED Return to the sparkling waters
of the Adriatic Sea and the popular resort town of Opatija, an aristocratic retreat during
the 19th century. From here, you will travel north into scenic Slovenia stopping at
Postojna, home to one of the largest cave systems in Europe. Take a miniature electric
train underground to tour Postojna’s fantastic subterranean passages and rock
formations. Overnight in Bled at Hotel Park or Hotel Golf (4 star). (B, D)

DAY 8 BLED This morning, enjoy a sightseeing tour of Bled located on the
shoreline of picturesque Lake Bled. Visit the town’s most impressive sights
including Bled Castle which is perched on a cliff high above the lake, offering
magnificent views of the surrounding mountains. Continue your day at leisure
in the relaxing surroundings of Bled. You may wish to take a gondola ride to
visit the old church resting on the island in the middle of the lake. (B)

DAY 9 BLED – LJUBLJANA – ZAGREB Today begins with an early
morning drive to Ljubljana, the small but charming Slovenian capital. Your
sightseeing tour begins with a visit to the lively open air market before
continuing to the baroque Town Hall, Robba’s Fountain and Three
Bridges. Continue to Zagreb, the medieval Croatian capital, for check in
at Westin Hotel (5 star). (B, D)

DAY 10 ZAGREB Enjoy a comprehensive tour of Zagreb’s historic Old Town
to see many famous landmarks including the Gothic St. Marks Church, St.
Catherine’s Church and the beautiful twin spires of the 19th century
Assumption Cathedral. The remainder of the day is at leisure, or you may
wish to join an optional excursion into the surrounding countryside. (B)

DAY 11 ZAGREB Your tour concludes with a departure transfer for your
onward journey. (B)
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DALMATIAN SUNSHINE
9 day Premium Escorted Tour  

SPLIT

ESCORTED

DAY 1 DUBROVNIK Your tour commences with an arrival transfer to Hotel Lacroma
(4 star). This evening, join your fellow tour members and guide at a welcome dinner. (D)

DAY 2 DUBROVNIK On a guided walking tour of the “Pearl of the Adriatic,” you visit
Rector’s Palace, the 15th century Orlando’s Column and Sponza Palace. Also see the
Dominican Monastery and Franciscan Monastery with its historic pharmacy. The
remainder of the day is at leisure to view Dubrovnik on a walk around its city walls. (B)

DAY 3 DUBROVNIK – SPLIT Journey north along the coast passing many quaint
fishing villages and resort towns until you reach Split. Enjoy a comprehensive tour of
the city built around the remarkable Diocletian’s Palace, the retirement palace for
Roman Emperor Diocletian. View the many Roman and Gothic structures that lie within
the walls of the palace, including the Temple of Jupiter and the cathedral, originally
built as Diocletian’s mausoleum. Overnight at Hotel Atrium (5 star). (B, D)

DAY 4 SPLIT – TROGIR – PLITVICE Travel to Trogir, a centre of artistic activity where
scholars from around the world gather to study and paint, then continue inland towards
World Heritage listed Plitvice Lakes National Park. Enjoy a relaxing walking tour of the
breathtaking, turquoise lakes and cascading waterfalls surrounded by thickly wooded
mountains. Dinner and overnight at Hotel Jezero (3 star). (B, D)

DAY 5 PLITVICE - BLED Return to the sparkling waters of the Adriatic Sea and the
popular resort town of Opatija, an aristocratic retreat during the 19th century and a
favourite holiday spot for many locals. From here, you will travel north into scenic
Slovenia stopping at Postojna, home to one of the largest cave systems in Europe.
Take a miniature electric train underground to tour Postojna’s fantastic subterranean
passages and rock formations. Afterwards, continue to Lake Bled for dinner and
overnight at Hotel Park or Hotel Golf (4 star). (B, D)

DAY 6 BLED This morning, enjoy a sightseeing tour of Bled located on the
shoreline of picturesque Lake Bled. Visit the town’s most impressive sights
including Bled Castle which is perched on a cliff high above the lake, offering
magnificent views of the surrounding mountains. Continue your day at
leisure in the relaxing surroundings of Bled. You may wish to take a gondola
ride to visit the old church resting on the island in the middle of the lake. (B)

DAY 7 BLED – LJUBLJANA – ZAGREB Today begins with an early
morning drive to Ljubljana, the small but charming Slovenian capital. Your
sightseeing tour begins with a visit to the lively open air market before
continuing to the baroque Town Hall, Robba’s Fountain and Three
Bridges. Continue to Zagreb, the medieval Croatian capital where you will
dine and overnight at Westin Hotel (5 star). (B, D)

DAY 8 ZAGREB Enjoy a comprehensive tour of Zagreb’s historic Old Town
to see many famous landmarks including the Gothic St. Mark’s Church, St.
Catherine’s Church and the beautiful twin spires of the 19th century
Assumption Cathedral. The remainder of the day is at leisure, or you may
wish to join an optional excursion into the surrounding countryside. (B)

DAY 9 ZAGREB Your tour concludes with a departure transfer for your
onward journey. (B)

2018 GUARANTEED DEPARTURES

                                                              Per Person          Single
                                                                Twin Share     Supplement
Apr 21, 28; May 5, 12, 19, 26; 
Jun 2, 9, 16, 23, 30;                 
Jul 7; Aug 4, 11, 18, 25;                            

2,380                     850

Sep 1, 8, 15, 22, 29; Oct 6, 13

INCLUSIONS

• Fully escorted in ENGLISH ONLY
• 4 & 5 star hotel accommodation (best available in Plitvice)
• Meals as specified
• Guided tours: Dubrovnik, Plitvice Lakes, Bled, Zagreb,

Split, Postojna Caves and Ljubljana
• Wireless ‘whisper’ headset technology used for touring 
• Transportation by air-conditioned coach
• Arrival and departure transfers (first and last day only)
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ZAGREB TO VENICE 
14 day Premium Escorted Tour  

SARAJEVO

ESCORTED

DAY 1 ZAGREB Your tour commences with an arrival transfer to Westin Hotel (5 star).
This evening, join your fellow tour members and guide at a welcome dinner. (D)

DAY 2 ZAGREB Embark on a morning tour of Zagreb’s historic Old Town and visit
many of the city’s landmarks including the Gothic St. Mark’s Church, St. Catherine’s
Church and the beautiful twin spires of the 19th century Assumption Cathedral. (B)  

DAY 3 ZAGREB – SARAJEVO Today you journey south through the spectacular
Croatian and Bosnian countryside, arriving at Sarajevo in the late afternoon. Dinner
and overnight at Hotel Europa (4 star) or Hotel Holiday (4 star). (B, D)

DAY 4 SARAJEVO – MOSTAR – DUBROVNIK Experience Sarajevo, a vibrant city
with many unique sights including the bustling Turkish bazaar ‘Bas Carsija’, 16th
century Husref Bay’s Mosque, and the Gavrilo Princip Museum. Afterwards, travel to
Mostar to discover the city’s Turkish quarter and see the World Heritage listed 16th
century single arch stone ‘Old Bridge.’ Continue on to the walled city of Dubrovnik to
overnight at Hotel Lapad (4 star) or Valamar Lacroma Hotel (4 star). (B, D)

DAY 5 DUBROVNIK A walking tour of Dubrovnik is on this morning’s agenda with
visits to Rector’s Palace, the 15th century Orlando’s Column and Sponza Palace. Also
see the Dominican Monastery and tour the Franciscan Monastery which houses one
of the oldest pharmacies in the world. (B)

DAY 6 DUBROVNIK / MONTENEGRO Today’s highlight is an excursion to Montenegro
with its picturesque coastline littered with seaside resorts and walled towns. First you
visit the Bay of Kotor, the longest and deepest fjord in Southern Europe, followed by the
coastal town of Perast to take a boat ride to the Our Lady of the Rocks islet. Continue
to the ancient maritime town of Kotor before returning to Dubrovnik. (B)

DAY 7 DUBROVNIK – SPLIT Journey along the Dalmatian Coast to Split to enjoy a
tour of the city built around the remarkable Diocletian’s Palace. View the many
Romanesque and Gothic structures within the walls of the palace, including the Temple
of Jupiter and the cathedral. Overnight at Hotel Atrium (5 star). (B, D)

DAY 8 SPLIT – TROGIR - PLITVICE From Split, travel to nearby Trogir, a charming
town bustling with artistic activity. After a short tour, you continue inland to the World
Heritage listed Plitvice Lakes National Park. Overnight at Hotel Jezero (3 star). (B, D)

DAY 9 PLITVICE Begin today with a walking tour of the lower lakes, a breathtaking
series of terraced turquoise lakes and cascading waterfalls. The remainder of the day
is at leisure to explore the spectacular natural surroundings. (B, D)

DAY 10 PLITVICE – OPATIJA – POSTOJNA – BLED Return to the sparkling waters
of the Adriatic for a brief stop and tour of Opatija, a former aristocratic retreat before
continuing north into Slovenia. En-route to Bled you will stop at Postojna, to visit one
of the largest cave systems in Europe. Overnight at Hotel Golf (4 star) or Hotel Park (4
star). (B, D)

DAY 11 BLED / LJUBLJANA This morning enjoy a sightseeing tour of
picturesque Lake Bled and visit Bled Castle which is perched high on a cliff
overlooking the lake. You will then travel to Slovenia’s charming capital for
a walking tour to see its lively open-air market, baroque Town Hall, Robba’s
Fountain and Three Bridges. Return to Bled in the evening. (B, D)

DAY 12 BLED – TRIESTE – VENICE Today, travel to Trieste in Italy for
a short tour and a visit to Miramare Castle. The castle was built by the
Habsburgs and has beautifully landscaped gardens overlooking the
Adriatic Sea. Continue on to Venice, overnight at Bauer Palladio Hotel &
Spa (5 star). (B)

DAY 13 VENICE Enjoy a walking tour of this unique city built on 100
small islands and connected by 400 bridges. Visit the Basilica of San
Marco, St. Marks Square, Doge’s Palace and the Bridge of Sighs, notable
for its association with Casanova. (B, D)

DAY 14 VENICE Your tour concludes with a departure transfer for your
onward journey. (B)

2018 GUARANTEED DEPARTURES

                                                              Per Person          Single
                                                                Twin Share     Supplement
Apr 14; May 5, 12, 19, 26; 
Jun 9, 16, 23; Jul 14: Aug 4, 18, 25;           3,825                1,600
Sep 1, 8, 15, 22, 29;

INCLUSIONS

• Fully escorted in ENGLISH ONLY
• 4 & 5 star hotel accommodation (best available in Plitvice)
• Meals as specified
• Guided tours: Zagreb, Sarajevo, Dubrovnik, Split,

Plitvice Lakes, Postojna Cave, Opatija, Bled, Ljubljana,
Trieste and Venice

• Wireless ‘whisper’ headset technology used for touring 
• Transportation by air-conditioned coach
• Arrival and departure transfers (first and last day only)
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DUBROVNIK TO VENICE
11 day Premium Escorted Tour  

VENICE

ESCORTED

DAY 1 DUBROVNIK Your tour commences with an arrival transfer to Hotel Lapad or
Valamar Lacroma Hotel (4 star). This evening, join your fellow tour members and guide
at a welcome dinner. (D)

DAY 2 DUBROVNIK A walking tour of Dubrovnik is on this morning’s agenda with
visits to Rector’s Palace, the 15th century Orlando’s Column and Sponza Palace. See
the Dominican Monastery and tour the Franciscan Monastery which houses one of the
oldest pharmacies in the world. The remainder of the day is free with many of
Dubrovnik’s sights still to explore. (B)

DAY 3 DUBROVNIK / MONTENEGRO Today’s highlight is an excursion to the small
country of Montenegro with its picturesque coastline littered with seaside resorts and
walled towns. First you visit the Bay of Kotor, the longest and deepest fjord in Southern
Europe, and then visit the charming coastal town of Perast to take a boat ride to the
Our Lady of the Rocks islet. Continue to the ancient maritime town of Kotor for a short
visit before returning to Dubrovnik. (B)

DAY 4 DUBROVNIK – SPLIT Today you will journey along the coast to Split, passing
many quaint fishing villages, to enjoy a tour of the city built around the remarkable
Diocletian’s Palace. View the many Romanesque and Gothic structures within the walls
of the palace, including the Temple of Jupiter and the cathedral. Overnight at Hotel
Atrium (5 star). (B, D) 

DAY 5 SPLIT – TROGIR – PLITVICE From Split, travel to nearby Trogir, a centre of
artistic activity, where scholars from around the world gather to study and paint. After
a short tour, you continue inland to World Heritage listed Plitvice Lakes National Park.
Dinner and overnight at Hotel Jezero (3 star). (B, D)

DAY 6 PLITVICE Begin today with a walking tour of the lower lakes, a breathtaking
series of terraced turquoise lakes and cascading waterfalls surrounded by thickly
wooded mountains. The remainder of your day is at leisure to explore the spectacular
natural surroundings. (B, D)

DAY 7 PLITVICE – OPATIJA – POSTOJNA – BLED Return to the sparkling waters
of the Adriatic to visit Opatija. Enjoy an orientation tour of this 19th century aristocratic
retreat and a favourite holiday spot for many locals. Continue north into Slovenia,
stopping en-route at Postojna, and home to one of the largest cave systems in Europe.
Overnight at Hotel Golf (4 star) or Hotel Park (4 star) in Bled. (B, D)

DAY 8 BLED / LJUBLJANA This morning enjoy a sightseeing tour of picturesque
Lake Bled and visit Bled Castle which is perched high on a cliff overlooking the lake.
After lunch (own expense), travel to Slovenia’s charming capital for a walking tour to
see its lively open-air market, baroque Town Hall, Robba’s Fountain and Three Bridges.
Return to Bled in the evening for dinner. (B)

DAY 9 BLED – TRIESTE – VENICE Today, travel to Trieste in Italy for a
short tour and a visit to Miramare Castle. Continue on to Venice and
overnight at Bauer Palladio Hotel & Spa (5 star). (B)

DAY 10 VENICE Enjoy a walking tour of this unique city built on 100 small
islands and connected by 400 bridges. Visit the Basilica of San Marco,
St. Marks Square, Doge’s Palace and the Bridge of Sighs. This evening
celebrate the end of the tour with a farewell dinner. (B, D)

DAY 11 VENICE Your tour concludes with a departure transfer for your
onward journey. (B)

2018 GUARANTEED DEPARTURES

                                                               Per Person         Single
                                                                 Twin Share    Supplement
Apr 17; May 8, 15, 22, 29; 
Jun 12, 19, 26; Jul 17; Aug 7, 21, 28;           3,345                1,335 
Sep 4, 11, 18, 25; Oct 2

INCLUSIONS

• Fully escorted in ENGLISH ONLY
• 4 & 5 star hotel accommodation (best available in Plitvice)
• Meals as specified
• Guided tours: Dubrovnik, Split, Plitvice Lakes, Postojna

Cave, Opatija, Bled, Ljubljana, Trieste and Venice
• Wireless ‘whisper’ headset technology used for touring 
• Transportation by air-conditioned coach
• Arrival and departure transfers (first and last day only)
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LAKES &
MEDITERRANEAN

HARMONY 
9 day Escorted Tour  

PLITVICE LAKES

ESCORTED

DAY 1 MESTRE Your tour commences with an optional arrival transfer to Hotel
Russott (3 star), Mestre Venice. The remainder of your day is at leisure to begin
exploring the remarkable city of Venice.

DAY 2 MESTRE – VENICE – BLED Enjoy a morning boat ride to the Murano Island,
famous for its artistic glassware. Visit the Glass Blowing factory to witness a traditional
Venetian glass blowing demonstration by the master craftsmen. Your walking tour
begins in St. Mark’s Square, visiting St. Mark’s Basilica and the Doge’s Palace. Later
you will depart for Slovenia and the lakeside town of Bled with overnight at Hotel Golf
or Hotel Park (4 star). (B, D)

DAY 3 BLED – BOHINJ – BLED Enjoy a relaxing tour of glacial Lake Bled, one of the
most popular destinations in Slovenia. Take a boat ride to the island followed by a visit
to Bled Castle which sits atop a cliff overlooking the lake and surrounding mountains
– on a clear day you can see Slovenia’s highest mountain, Mount Triglav. Our final stop
of the day will be Lake Bohinj, one of the best kept secrets in the area, which will give
you abundance of photo opportunities, as will the entire day. (B)

DAY 4 BLED – KLAGENFURT – LAKE WÖRTH – BLED Today you will travel to the
neighbouring country of Austria, which means this day will offer plenty of views of the
Alps, impressive at any time of the year. In the historic county of Carinthia, enjoy a
panoramic tour of Lake Wörth, a popular vacation spot. Then continue to charming
Klagenfurt, a university town with the beautiful Lindworm fountain dominating the old
city square. (B, L)

DAY 5 BLED – POSTOJNA – ROVINJ Your first stop today will be the Postojna
Caves, one of the largest underground caves systems in Europe and Predjama Castle.
Afterwards your journey continues to Croatia and the stunning Istrian town of Rovinj.
Overnight Hotel Eden (4 star), Rovinj. (B)

DAY 6 ROVINJ / ISTRIAN PENINSULA Enjoy a full day discovering the stunning
Istrian Peninsula, beginning with a walking tour of Rovinj. Through the labyrinth of
cobbled streets you will explore the Old Town, offering some of the most picturesque
streets in Istria. Depart for Livade and sample one of Istria's tastiest treats: the truffle.
Afterwards you will visit one of the most renowned olive oil producers to sample various
sorts of extra virgin olive oil. Then continue to Pula, a 3000-year-old-city, to visit the
one of the best preserved amphitheatres in the world. (B)

DAY 7 ROVINJ – OPATIJA – PLITVICE Today’s first stop is Opatija,
situated on picturesque Kvarner Bay and a favourite resort of the Habsburgs
and the European aristocracy. After free time in Opatija you will travel to
Plitvice Lakes, stopping en-route at the picturesque village of Fuzine to enjoy
a boat ride on Lake Bajer and a traditional home-style meal of regional
delicacies. Overnight Hotel Jezero (3 star), Plitvice Lakes. (B, L, D)

DAY 8 PLITVICE – SPLIT Join a walking tour of the UNESCO-listed
park, the oldest and most beautiful National Park in Croatia. Your journey
continues south to Split for a walking tour where you will discover
Diocletian's Palace, built by the Roman emperor Diocletian. Check in at
Hotel Cornaro (4 star) and afterwards enjoy a farewell dinner in a typical
Dalmatian restaurant. (B, D)

DAY 9 SPLIT Your tour concludes with a departure transfer for your
onward journey. (B)

2018 GUARANTEED DEPARTURES

                                                              Per Person          Single
                                                                Twin Share     Supplement
Apr 27; May 11; Jun 15;
Sep 14; Oct 15                           

from      3,110                   510

+valid for Apr, May, Jun and Oct departures

INCLUSIONS

• Fully escorted in ENGLISH ONLY
• 4 star hotel accommodation (best available in Plitvice)
• Meals as specified
• Guided tours: Venice, Bled, Klagenfurt, Istrian

Peninsula, Opatija, Plitvice Lakes and Split
• Transportation by air-conditioned coach
• Departure transfer (last day only)

SMALL GROUP

300$
per couple

Pay by
15 DEC

TRAVELVOUCHER

+
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This tour combines perfectly with a large selection of
our deluxe Croatia cruises. Refer to pages 25 and 26.
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CROATIAN RHAPSODY 
9 day Escorted Tour  

TROGIR

ESCORTED

DAY 1 ZAGREB Your tour commences with an arrival transfer to Hotel Dubrovnik (4
star). This evening, join your fellow tour members and guide at a welcome dinner of
local specialties. (D)

DAY 2 ZAGREB – OPATIJA After breakfast, take a walking tour of Zagreb’s fortified,
medieval Upper Town where you will see St. Mark’s Church with its multi-coloured
roof, the Parliament and Government Palace. Afterwards, proceed to lovely Opatija,
situated on the picturesque Kvarner Bay and a favourite resort of the Habsburgs and
the European aristocracy. Overnight at Hotel Palace (4 star). (B, D)

DAY 3 OPATIJA / PULA – ROVINJ Today you will explore the Istria Peninsula, an
area that still retains both Roman and Venetian heritage. Visit the 2,000 year old Roman
amphitheatre in Pula, and then continue to Rovinj, perhaps the most beautiful town in
Istria and the inspiration of many famous artists. After some free time, depart for Livade
to sample Istria’s tastiest treasure, the truffle. (B)

DAY 4 OPATIJA – PLITVICE This morning, take a scenic drive to the oldest and most
beautiful national park in Croatia – Plitvice Lakes. Join a walking tour of the UNESCO-
listed park, which consists of 16 terraced lakes connected by a series of magnificent
waterfalls, and take a boat ride across the emerald green Lake Kozjak. After dinner at
a local restaurant, overnight at Hotel Degenija (3 star). (B, D)

DAY 5 PLITVICE – ZADAR – SPLIT Today you drive to the coastal city of Zadar, a
town rich in cultural and historical monuments. Here you will see the Roman Forum,
dating back to the 1st century, the 9th century Church of St. Donatus and the unique
Zadar Sea Organ. After a tour of the city, continue to a local vineyard in Bibich for a
gourmet wine tasting experience. Overnight in Hotel Cornaro, Split (4 star). (B)

DAY 6 SPLIT / TROGIR This morning, enjoy a guided tour of Split, a city
that has been built by various inhabitants over the last seventeen
centuries. At the centre of this sprawling city is the Roman palace of
Emperor Diocletian, built in the 4th century. After a lunch including the
traditional Dalmatian dish of Pašticada, drive to nearby Trogir, a World
Heritage-listed town which has been inhabited for 2,300 years and
influenced by the Greeks, Romans and Venetians. (B, L)

DAY 7 SPLIT – DUBROVNIK En-route to Dubrovnik, you will stop in
Ston to visit the Milos Winery to sample the famous ‘Plavac Mali’ wine.
Your wine tasting will include a presentation on the history of the
winemaking process, a visit to the cellar and a short film about the
Peljesac Peninsula. On arrival in Dubrovnik, dinner and overnight will be
at Hotel Valamar Lacroma (4 star) or Hotel Argosy (4 star). (B)

DAY 8 DUBROVNIK Built in the 13th century, the walled city of Dubrovnik
has remained relatively unchanged over the centuries. Its medieval
ramparts encircle the city which visitors can enter through one of two
gates under the watchful eye of the city’s patron. Your city tour includes
a stroll along the Stradun, the city’s main thoroughfare, past the Rector’s
Palace to visit the Franciscan Monastery. This evening, enjoy a farewell
dinner with your fellow travellers. (B, D)

DAY 9 DUBROVNIK Your tour concludes with a departure transfer for
your onward journey. (B)

Opatija

Rovinj
Pula

Trogir Split

Dubrovnik

Plitvice Lakes

CROATIA

SERBIA

MONTENEGRO

ADRIATIC
SEA

Zagreb

Zadar

2018 GUARANTEED DEPARTURES

                                                              Per Person          Single
                                                                Twin Share     Supplement
Mar 24; Apr 14; May 5, 19; Jun 2;  
Sep 1, 8, 15, 22, 29; Oct 13            

from      2,075                   440

+valid for Mar, Apr, May, Jun and Oct departures

INCLUSIONS

• Fully escorted in ENGLISH ONLY
• 4 star hotel accommodation (best available in Plitvice)
• Meals as specified
• Guided tours: Zagreb, Pula, Plitvice lakes, Zadar, Split,

Trogir and Dubrovnik  
• Transportation by air-conditioned coach
• Arrival and departure transfers (first and last day only)

ITALY

SLOVENIA

ZADAR
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2

2

2

H1

BOSNIA &
HERZEGOVINA

200
$

per couple

Pay by15 DEC
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GRAND BALKAN 
13 day Escorted Tour  

KOTOR

ESCORTED

DAY 1 ZAGREB Your tour commences with an arrival transfer to Hotel International (3
star). This evening, join your fellow tour members and guide at a welcome dinner. (D)

DAY 2 ZAGREB – BLED – LJUBLJANA A morning city tour of Zagreb takes you to
the fortified Upper Town, the city’s historical centre, where you will see the multi-coloured
roof of St. Mark’s Church and the Croatian National Theatre. Afterwards depart for Bled,
beautifully situated in the heart of Slovenia’s Julian Alps. After a tour of this picture
perfect lake, continue to Ljubljana for overnight at Hotel Union (4 star). (B, D)

DAY 3 LJUBLJANA – PLITVICE LAKES A city tour of Slovenia’s small but charming
capital will showcase the baroque Old Town and Town Hall, Robba’s Fountain and the
bridges over the Ljubljanica River. This afternoon, depart for UNESCO-listed Plitvice
Lakes for a tour of its sixteen lakes joined by a series of cascading waterfalls. Overnight
at Hotel Park (4 star). (B, D)

DAY 4 PLITVICE LAKES – TROGIR – SPLIT After breakfast, depart for the Adriatic
coast and the seaside town of Trogir for a visit to this ancient centre of artistic activity.
Continue the short distance to Split, and join a city tour that includes a walk through
Diocletian’s Palace, built by the Roman emperor in the 4th century. Overnight at Hotel
Katarina (4 star). (B, D)

DAY 5 SPLIT – MOSTAR – DUBROVNIK This morning, drive into Bosnia & Herzegovina
for a sightseeing tour of the historic town of Mostar. See the 16th century single arch
stone  bridge, Turkish House, bazaar and mosque before returning to the Adriatic coast
and on to Dubrovnik. After check-in at Hotel Ivka (3 star) embark on a sightseeing tour of
this medieval walled city which includes the Franciscan Monastery with Europe’s oldest
pharmacy, Rector’s Palace and the cathedral. (B, D)

DAY 6 DUBROVNIK Today you have a full day to discover this World Heritage listed
city at your leisure. (B, D)

DAY 7 DUBROVNIK – BUDVA – SHKODRA – TIRANA From Dubrovnik, take a
scenic drive inland through Montenegro to Budva known for its old town encircled by
walls from the Venetian period. Cross into Albania and continue to Shkodra, once the
capital of the Illyrian kingdom from the 3rd century BC, before dinner and overnight at
Sky Tower Hotel (4 star) in Tirana. (B, D)

DAY 8 TIRANA – OHRID Your sightseeing tour of Tirana includes the massive Skanderbeg
Square, Mosque of Et’hem Bey and the National Museum. In the afternoon, depart for
Macedonia and the magical town of Ohrid where dinner and overnight will be at Hotel
Metropol (4 star). (B)

DAY 9 OHRID The lakeside town of Ohrid is a World Heritage site. Your morning tour
will include the 11th century St. Sofia Church with its magnificent Byzantine frescoes,
and in the afternoon, visit St. Naum Monastery which was built on the shores of Lake
Ohrid in 900 AD. (B)

DAY 10 OHRID – SKOPJE After breakfast, travel to Macedonia’s capital,
Skopje, where you will have a tour of Kale Fortress, the old bazaar, Stone
Bridge and the Monastery of St. Panteleimon with its 12th century
frescoes. Overnight at Hotel Karpos (4 star). (B, D)

DAY 11 SKOPJE – KOLASIN This morning you drive to Kolasin in
Montenegro via the impressive Moraca River Canyon. Kolasin is a popular
ski resort on the banks of the Tara River and surrounded by thick pine forests
of the Bjelasica Mountains. Overnight at Hotel Bianca (4 star). (B, D)

DAY 12 KOLASIN – CETINJE – KOTOR – DUBROVNIK Visit the King
Nicholas Museum in Cetinje, Montenegro’s former capital, and then continue
to Kotor, home to the longest and  deepest fjord in southern Europe. Return
to Dubrovnik for a farewell dinner and overnight at Hotel Ivka (3 star). (B, D)

DAY 13 DUBROVNIK Your tour concludes with a departure transfer for
your onward journey. (B)
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2018 GUARANTEED DEPARTURES

                                                              Per Person          Single
                                                                Twin Share     Supplement
May 15; Jun 5                                               2,580                   780
Jul 3, 31; Aug 21; Sep 11                             2,700                   780 

INCLUSIONS

• Fully escorted by MULTILINGUAL guide
• 3 & 4 star hotel accommodation
• Meals as specified
• Guided tours: Zagreb, Ljubljana, Split, Dubrovnik,

Tirana, Ohrid, Skopje and Kotor
• Transportation by air-conditioned coach
• Arrival and departure transfers (first and last day only)
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A BALKAN JOURNEY 
11 day Escorted Tour  

ZAGREB

ESCORTED

DAY 1 ZAGREB Your tour commences with an arrival transfer to Hotel Astoria (4 star).
This evening, join your fellow tour members and guide at a welcome dinner. (D)

DAY 2 ZAGREB – BLED A morning city tour of Zagreb takes you to the fortified Upper
Town, the city’s historical centre, where you will see the multi-coloured roof of St.
Mark’s Church and the Croatian National Theatre. Afterwards depart for Bled, a small
town in Slovenia’s Julian Alps which looks to be a setting from a classic fairy tale. Take
the afternoon to explore around the lake followed by overnight at Kompas Hotel (4
star). B, D)

DAY 3 BLED – LJUBLJANA – PLITVICE Travel to Ljubljana where you will have a
guided tour of its historic center including the picturesque Central open-air Market and
the Three Bridges, the Baroque Town Hall and Robba’s Fountain. Continue to Croatia
to explore the magnificent UNESCO World Heritage Site of Plitvice Lakes, a natural
beauty of 16 crystal-blue lakes cascading into 92 spectacular waterfalls. Overnight at
Hotel Jezero (3 star). (B, D)

DAY 4 PLITVICE – ZADAR – SPLIT Visit the coastal city of Zadar, a town rich in
cultural and historical monuments. Here you will see the Roman Forum, dating back to
the 1st century, the 9th century Church of St. Donatus and the unique Zadar Sea Organ.
Afterwards travel south to Split for check in at Hotel Atrium (5 star). This afternoon your
guide will uncover for you the secrets of the UNESCO protected Diocletian’s Palace
and its hidden passageways and courtyards. (B, D)

DAY 5 SPLIT – DUBROVNIK Travel south along the scenic highway to Dubrovnik, the
“Jewel of the Adriatic”. On arrival, check in at Valamar Hotel Lacroma (4 star) followed
by a city tour of the beautiful Old Town. Marvel at the city’s marble streets, baroque
buildings, the intact medieval wall, Franciscan Monastery, Rector’s Palace and the
endless shimmer of the Adriatic. (B, D)

DAY 6 DUBROVNIK Spend a full day at leisure in this magnificent spot in southern
Croatia. Join an optional excursion to the island of Korcula or take a ferry to Lokrum
Island which offers a unique view of the iconic Old Town. Or simply wander the Old
Town and enjoy the atmosphere of one of the charming restaurants and bars affording
a once-in-a-life-time view. (B, D)

DAY 7 DUBROVNIK – MOSTAR – SARAJEVO Cross into the neighbouring country
of Bosnia & Herzegovina, to visit the picturesque city of Mostar. On a guided walk of
the city discover the city’s Turkish quarter and the World Heritage listed 16th century
single arch stone ‘Old Bridge.’ Continue to Sarajevo, one of history’s most interesting
cities in Europe. It is the place where the Western and Eastern Roman Empire split
and where the people of the Orthodox East, the Ottoman South and the Roman
Catholic West met. Your tour of this vibrant city will visit the bustling Turkish bazaar
“Bas Carsija’ and 16th century Husref Bay’s Mosque and more. Overnight at Hotel
Colours Inn (4 star). (B, D)

DAY 8 SARAJEVO – BELGRADE Your tour continues to Serbia and its
intriguing capital, Belgrade. On your sightseeing tour you will see the
imposing Kalemegdan Fortress, at the confluence of the Sava and Danube
Rivers, Republic Square and Mihajlova Street. Also see the Orthodox
Cathedral of St. Sava and Tito’s Memorial, dedicated to Yugoslavia’s
former leader. Overnight at Zira Hotel (4 star). (B, D)

DAY 9 BELGRADE – NOVI SAD – OSIJEK Travel to Novi Sad where
your guide will introduce you to the city’s highlights which include the
imposing fortress and the Old Town. Continue to Ilok, with an opportunity
to taste the local Croatian wines from the famous wine cellars “Ilocki
Podrumi” followed by a traditional Croatian lunch. Your final stop for today
is Osijek for check in at Hotel Osijek (4 star). (B, L)

DAY 10 OSIJEK – ZAGREB Explore Osijek on a morning city tour where
you will see the Cathedral and the Tvrdja (Old Fort). Following this, travel
to the Ethno Village of Stara Kapela (meaning “Old Chapel”), which is the
little forgotten village in the hills of Slavonia in northeastern Croatia. Enjoy
lunch and a wander through the historic village before your return to
Zagreb. Overnight Hotel Astoria (4 star). (B, L)

DAY 11 ZAGREB Your tour concludes with a departure transfer for your
onward journey. (B)
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2018 GUARANTEED DEPARTURES

                                                              Per Person          Single
                                                                Twin Share     Supplement
May 16, 23, 30; Oct 3                                   2,350                   870
Jun 6, 13, 20, 27; Sep 19, 26                       2,435                   870
Jul 4; Aug 29; Sep 12                                   2,535                   945
Oct 10                                                            2,175                   695 

INCLUSIONS

• Fully escorted by MULTILINGUAL guide
• 4 & 5 star hotel accommodation (best available in Plitvice)
• Meals as specified
• Guided tours: Zagreb, Ljubljana, Plitvice Lakes, Zadar,

Split, Dubrovnik, Sarajevo, Belgrade, Novi Sad and Osijek
• Transportation by air-conditioned coach
• Arrival and departure transfers (first and last day only)
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EXPERIENCE SLOVENIA 
7 day Premium Escorted Tour  

BLED

ESCORTED

DAY 1 LJUBLJANA OR VENICE – LJUBLJANA Your tour commences with an
arrival transfer from either Ljubljana Airport or Venice Airport (approximately 3 hours
drive) to Hotel Central (4 star) in Ljubljana. This evening, meet your fellow tour members
and guide for an orientation meeting and welcome drink. 

DAY 2 LJUBLJANA – POSTOJNA – PIRAN This morning enjoy a sightseeing tour of
Ljubljana, which includes the lively open air market, baroque Town Hall, Robba’s Fountain
and the Three Bridges, before departing for Slovenia’s southern Karst Region. En-route
stop at the Postojna Caves to experience the adventure of exploring one of Europe’s
largest cave systems by miniature electric train. Continue with a visit to a nearby vineyard
to sample some of the locally grown Teran wine and prosciutto. Drive to Piran, located
on the beautiful Slovenian coast, for overnight at Hotel Piran (4 star). (B)

DAY 3 PIRAN – PORTOROZ – NOVA GORICA This morning embark on a tour of
Venetian-inspired Piran. See the central square with its eminent historical palaces,
the monument to the composer Tartini and the imposing Church of St. George with
its Venetian-like bell. Your tour continues to the nearby Portoroz, a modern seaside
resort that is in marked contrast to Piran. After a short stop drive into the hilly wine
region of Gorisca Brda, which borders Italy, and discover the charming town of
Smartno. Here you will enjoy dinner at a local tourist farm. Overnight in Nova Gorica
at Hotel Perla (4 star). (B, D) DAY 4 NOVA GORICA – SOCA VALLEY – BLED This morning drive

along the emerald-green Soca River to Kobarid, featured in
Hemmingway's famous novel, A Farewell to Arms. Visit the town’s World
War I museum, which highlights the town’s role in the conflicts between
the Italians and the Austro-Hungarians. In the afternoon you will arrive at
Slovenia’s gem, the idyllic town of Bled situated in the midst of the Julian
Alps. Overnight at Hotel Park (4 star) or Hotel Golf (4 star). (B)

DAY 5 BLED Enjoy a sightseeing tour of beautiful Lake Bled and visit its
imposing castle perched high on the surrounding cliffs. On return to the
lake shore there will be the opportunity to taste the famous Bled cream
cake. In the afternoon travel to one of Slovenia’s oldest towns, Skofja
Loka, dominated by its medieval castle. After a sightseeing tour visit the
18th century Nace Homestead to taste some of the local specialities
before returning to Bled for overnight. (B)

DAY 6 BLED / BOHINJ Today take an excursion to idyllic Lake Bohinj,
equal in beauty to the popular Lake Bled. Enjoy a relaxing walk along the
lake shore and take a cable car to Mt. Vogel from where you will admire
the Julian Alps. Take in the magnificent vistas of the valley and mountains
at Lake Bohinj before returning to Bled, for a farewell dinner at a local
restaurant. (B, D)

DAY 7 BLED – LJUBLJANA OR VENICE Your tour concludes with a
departure transfer to Ljubljana Airport or Venice Airport (approximately 3.5
hour drive) for your onward journey. (B)
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2018 GUARANTEED DEPARTURES

                                                              Per Person          Single
                                                                Twin Share     Supplement
Apr 30; May 28; Jun 11; Jul 2; 
Aug 6, 27; Sep 10; Oct 1                              

2,295                   585

INCLUSIONS

• Fully escorted in ENGLISH ONLY
• 4 star hotel accommodation
• Meals as specified
• Guided tours: Ljubljana, Postojna Caves, Piran, Goriska

Brda, Soca Valley, Bled and Bohinj
• Wireless ‘whisper’ headset technology used for touring 
• Transportation by air-conditioned coach
• Arrival and departure transfers (first and last day only)
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MARVELLOUS TURKEY
14 day Escorted Tour  

PERGAMUM

ESCORTED

Istanbul

Ankara

Cappadocia

Konya

Antalya

Fethiye

Koycegiz

Pamukkale

Kusadasi

Canakkale
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Gallipoli

Safranbolu

TURKEY
AEGEAN
SEA

BLACK SEA

TROY

EPHESUS

DAY 1 ISTANBUL Your tour commences with an arrival transfer to Novotel Bosphorous
Karakoy (5 star). This afternoon and evening are free to begin your exploration of this
fascinating city.

DAY 2 ISTANBUL A full-day, guided city tour of Istanbul’s Old Town includes visits to
the former seat of Ottoman power - Topkapi Palace, 12th century Hagia Sophia, the
iconic Blue Mosque and Spice Market with its tempting sights and aromas. (B)

DAY 3 ISTANBUL – GALLIPOLI – CANAKKALE Today drive along the Dardanelles
Strait to the battlefields of Gallipoli. See the sombre sites of Anzac Cove, the Nek, Lone
Pine, Conk Bair and the 57th regiment, then cross to Canakkale for overnight at Hotel
Kolin (4 star). (B, D)

DAY 4 CANAKKALE – TROY – PERGAMUM – KUSADASI A short drive brings you
to the ruins of Troy, founded 5,000 years ago and famous through the tales of the
Trojan War in Homer’s Iliad. After your tour continue to the ancient Greek city of
Pergamum to see the Acropolis, then travel to Kusadasi to overnight at Ramada Resort
Kusadasi (4 star). (B, D)

DAY 5 KUSADASI – EPHESUS – KUSADASI Today’s excursion takes you to
spectacular Ephesus, a Greco-Roman city with 2,000 years of history. Explore the
city’s many historic temples and the Virgin Mary’s House. You will also visit the beautiful
hilltop village of Sirince before returning to Kusadasi for overnight. (B, D) 

DAY 6 KUSADASI – HIERAPOLIS – PAMUKKALE Drive through the fertile plains of
western Turkey to the ancient city of Hierapolis, with its magnificent Necropolis. After
a short tour,   head to the lime cascades and thermal pools of Pamukkale, one of
Turkey’s natural wonders. Overnight at Doga Thermal Hotel & Spa (4 star). (B, D)

DAY 7 PAMUKKALE – KOYCEGIZ – FETHIYE Depart Pamukkale for the lakeside
town of Koycegiz where you can take a boat cruise to see loggerhead turtles or have
a mud bath in the local hot springs. Overnight at Hotel Atapark, Fethiye (4 star). (B, D)

DAY 8 FETHIYE After breakfast spend the morning exploring the quaint Greek museum
village of Kayakoy. In the afternoon visit Oludeniz, one of Turkey’s most famous beaches,
where there will be an opportunity to swim in the Aegean Sea. (B)

DAY 9 FETHIYE – SAKLIKENT GORGE – ANTALYA Leave Fethiye for a visit to the
stunning Saklikent Gorge, Turkey's longest canyon. After a drive through the canyon,
cross the Tauros Mountains to Duden Waterfall, then enjoy a dinner and overnight at
Best Western Khan Hotel (4 star), Antalya. (B, D)

DAY 10 ANTALYA – KONYA – CAPPADOCIA A visit to the 2nd century Roman
amphitheatre of Aspendos is followed by a tour of the Monastery of the Mevlana
Whirling Dervishes in Konya. Afterwards, drive via the 13th century Sultan Han, the
largest caravanserai in Turkey, on the famed Silk Road, to Cappadocia. Overnight at
Kapadokya Lodge (4 star). (B, D)

DAY 11 CAPPADOCIA At dawn, you have the opportunity to take an
optional balloon ride over Cappadocia. Then join a fascinating, full-day
excursion around the volcanic landscapes of Cappadocia, including the
Kaymakli underground city, Goreme open-air museum and the natural
fortress of Uchisar. (B)

DAY 12 CAPPADOCIA – ANKARA – SAFRANBOLU Depart for Ankara,
the Turkish capital, where you will visit the Mausoleum of Ataturk, first
President of independent Turkey. Then travel to the World Heritage
museum town of Safranbolu for overnight at Imren Lokum Konagi (4 star
Ottoman mansion). (B, D)

DAY 13 SAFRANBOLU – ISTANBUL After breakfast, tour Safranbolu’s
beautiful Old Town, then return to Istanbul and visit the labyrinthine of
streets and shops of the city’s famous Grand Bazaar. Overnight at Hotel
Ramada Old City (4 star). (B)

DAY 14 ISTANBUL Your tour concludes with a departure transfer for
your onward journey. (B)

2018 GUARANTEED DEPARTURES

                                                            Per Person          Single
                                                              Twin Share     Supplement

Jan 6, 7; Feb 10, 11; Mar 24, 25                  2,075                 1,060
Apr 7, 8, 28, 29; May to Oct - Weekly        2,280                 1,060
Nov 10, 11; Dec 22, 23                                 2,075                 1,060

INCLUSIONS

• Fully escorted in ENGLISH only
• 4 & 5 star hotel accommodation
• Meals as specified
• Guided tours: Istanbul, Gallipoli, Troy, Ephesus,

Hierapolis, Pammukale, Kayakoy, Cappadocia, Ankara,
Safranbolu

• Transportation by air-conditioned coach
• Arrival and departure transfers (first and last day only)
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SELECT BY:
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TECHNICAL DATA
Launched: 2017
Length: 39m
Breadth: 8m
Speed: 17km/h
Crew: 6
Passengers: 36
Cabins: 18

CHOOSE YOUR CABIN
DECK CABIN BEDDING SIZE WINDOW TO OPEN
Main Standard Double/Twin 11-13sqm Window Yes
Lower Standard Double/Twin 12-14sqm Porthole No

* Note: The new MS San Antonio, being built for the 2018 cruising season, will be
operating on some of the Best of Dalmatia departures. Deck plan and images are of
MS Equator (built for the 2017 cruising season) due to images of MS San Antonio
being unavailable at time of print.

BEST OF DALMATIA 
8 day one way cruise aboard 
MS Equator/MS San Antonio

DUBROVNIK

DAY 1 DUBROVNIK Your cruise commences with an arrival transfer to MS Equator /
MS San Antonio. Embarkation is from 2.00pm onwards followed by a welcome
meeting and dinner on board. (D)

DAY 2 DUBROVNIK – SIPAN Experience Dubrovnik, the Jewel of the Adriatic, and
its spectacular walled Old Town on a walking tour. Your cruise begins this afternoon
as you travel to Sipan, famous for its wine and for its delightfully laid-back ambiance.
(B, L)

DAY 3 SIPAN – MLJET – KORCULA A short cruise away is the island of Mljet; much
of the island is covered by Mljet National Park which includes two unique salt water
lakes and a  medieval monastery. Discover the unspoilt beauty of Mljet before cruising
to Korcula. On arrival, join your fellow travellers in a walking tour of this enchanting
town. (B, L)

DAY 4 KORCULA – VIS Stop for a refreshing swim in the warm waters of the Adriatic
as you sail to beautiful Vis Island which until the late 80’s was closed to tourism and
served as a military zone for the Yugoslav army. Its authenticity is still evident as you
explore Vis Town waterfront. (B, L)

DAY 5 VIS – BISEVO – HVAR Cruise to Bisevo Island’s Blue Cave, one of the most
unique natural phenomena in the world. Only recently opened to the public, its silvery
blue waters are a must-see. Your journey continues to Hvar Town, the historical core
of Hvar Island, for a guided walking tour of this popular Adriatic hot spot. (B, L)

DAY 6 HVAR Continue your excursion around one of the world’s most stunning islands.
Explore Hvar’s small fishing villages, vineyard-covered hills, olive groves and undulating
fields of rosemary and lavender (seasonal), followed by an authentic peka lunch including
wine tasting at a local restaurant. Overnight at the ancient port of Stari Grad. (B, L)

DAY 7 HVAR – BRAC – SPLIT Explore one of the Adriatic’s loveliest islands, Brac
and the picturesque town of Bol where you can find the famous Golden Horn beach.
Afterwards your cruise continues to historic Split. With your guide, discover the city’s
historic centre built around the 4th century Diocletian’s Palace followed by a farewell
dinner with traditional Klapa entertainment (traditional music) on board. (B, D)

DAY 8 SPLIT Your cruise concludes with a departure transfer for your onward journey.
(B)

The itinerary in the reverse direction (Split-Dubrovnik) varies slightly to the above. Please
see our website or contact Beyond Travel for further details.

DUBROVNIK to SPLIT or reverse

MS EQUATOR* (DELUXE)

DELUXE CRUISE
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2018 GUARANTEED DEPARTURES

INCLUSIONS

• 8 day cruise in a sea-view cabin
• Half-board meals – breakfast and one main meal daily
• Captain’s dinner with Klapa entertainment 
• Complimentary beverage with lunch
• Guided walking tours: Dubrovnik, Hvar, Korcula and Split
• Tour of the Blue Cave on the island of Bisevo
• 2 nights on Hvar island, including traditional peka lunch

with wine tasting
• Whisper headset technology system used for touring
• Services of an experienced Captain, crew and English-

speaking Tour Manager
• Port charges, tourist taxes and Mljet National Park fees
• Arrival and departure transfers
• Free wi-fi
• Gratuities

Dubrovnik-Split: Jun 2, 30; Jul 28; Aug 25; Sep 8, 22
Split-Dubrovnik: May 26; Jun 23; Jul 21; Aug 18; Sep 1

from

$2,695pp
Go to www.cruise-croatia.com.au 

for the best prices, HOT deals and cabin availability.
Plus single or triple prices, ship images and information.

From prices are per person twin share based on a lower deck cabin. 
See the website, call or email for all other prices.
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TECHNICAL DATA
Launched: 2016
Length: 49m
Breadth: 8.8m
Speed: 16.5km/h
Crew: 7
Passengers: 38
Cabins: 19
Voltage: 220v

CHOOSE YOUR CABIN
DECK CABIN BEDDING SIZE WINDOW TO OPEN

Upper VIP Double/Twin 15sqm
Window / 
Private Balcony

Yes

Main Standard Double/Twin 15-17sqm Window Yes
Lower Standard Double/Twin 15-17sqm Porthole No

DELUXE DALMATIA 
8 day one way cruise aboard MS Infinity*    

HVAR

DELUXE CRUISE

DAY 1 SPLIT  Your cruise commences with an arrival transfer to MS Infinity (or similar).
Embarkation is from 2.00pm onwards. This evening discover Split’s historic Roman
architecture on a city tour, before a welcome dinner on board. (D)  

DAY 2 SPLIT – BRAC – HVAR Today you visit one of the Adriatic’s loveliest islands,
Brac, and the picturesque town of Bol. Walk along the promenade or swim at the
famous Zlatni Rat (Golden Horn) beach. Continue to Hvar, for a tour of the town’s
historical landmarks, with the evening free for you to enjoy the numerous restaurants
that line the port. (B, L)

DAY 3 HVAR – VIS Cruise to Bisevo and its famous Blue Cave, a magnificent natural
wonder. Continue to Vis where you will overnight on this relatively unspoiled island
known for its wine and Roman ruins. (B, L) 

DAY 4 VIS – KORCULA Spend the day relaxing on board as you cruise to Korcula. On
arrival enjoy a guided walking tour of this enchanting town, one of the best preserved
medieval cities in the Mediterranean. This evening there is an abundant choice of
restaurants where you may enjoy dinner. (B, L)

DAY 5 KORCULA – MLJET Cruise south to Mljet, where Greek legend says Odysseus
spent years after his capture by Calypso. Join your cruise manager for a stroll to the
islands’ salt lakes and enjoy a boat ride to the Benedictine Monastery on St Mary Islet.
(B, L, D) 

DAY 6 MLJET – SLANO  Slano, on the mainland, is a peaceful fishing village and the
starting point for your excursion to Ston. Explore Ston’s medieval centre, followed by
an oyster tasting experience at a local oyster farm. (B, L)

DAY 7 SLANO – DUBROVNIK Enjoy lunch on board as you cruise along Dubrovnik’s
city walls. Afterwards, enjoy a guided tour of the magical Old Town and a cable car ride to
the top of Srd Mountain for panoramic views of the city and surrounding islands. (B, L)

DAY 8 DUBROVNIK Your cruise concludes with a departure transfer for your onward
journey. (B)

SPLIT to DUBROVNIK or reverse

MS INFINITY* (DELUXE)

*Note: Certain departures will be aboard the new MS Everglow (2018) or MS
Avangard (2017). Please note MS Avangard does not have a VIP cabin category.
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2018 GUARANTEED DEPARTURES

INCLUSIONS

• 8 day cruise in a sea-view cabin
• Half-board meals – breakfast and one main meal daily
• Captain’s dinner with live music
• Complimentary beverage with lunch
• Guided walking tours: Dubrovnik, Hvar, Korcula and Split
• Dubrovnik Cable Car entry
• Lunch cruise along the Old Town walls of Dubrovnik
• Ston excursion including oyster tasting
• Services of an experienced Captain, crew and 

English-speaking Cruise Manager
• Port charges, tourist taxes and Mljet National Park fees
• Arrival and departure transfers
• Free Wi-fi

Split-Dubrovnik: May 26; Jun 2, 16; Jul 14, 28; Aug 11, 25; 
Sep 8, 22; Oct 6

Dubrovnik-Split: Jul 14, 21; Aug 4, 18; Sep 1, 8, 15; Oct 6, 13

from

$2,290pp
Go to www.cruise-croatia.com.au 

for the best prices, HOT deals and cabin availability.
Plus single or triple prices, ship images and information.

From prices are per person twin share based on an October departure in a
lower deck cabin. See the website, call or email for all other prices.

+valid for May, Jun, Aug and Oct departures.

VIP balcony cabins are available on MS Infinity and MS Everglow,
Departures aboard these vessels are marked in red.

MLJET
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TECHNICAL DATA
Length: 49m
Breadth: 8.1m
Speed: 19km/h
Crew: 6
Passengers: 36
Cabins: 18
Voltage: 220v

ISTRIA & THE
DALMATIAN COAST 

8 day one way cruise aboard 
MS Stella Maris   

POREC

DELUXE CRUISE

POREC to DUBROVNIK or reverse

MS STELLA MARIS (DELUXE)

INCLUSIONS

• 8 day cruise in a sea-view cabin
• Half-board meals – breakfast and one main meal daily
• Captain’s dinner with live music 
• Guided walking tours: Rovinj, Pula, Zadar, Split, Hvar,

Korcula and Dubrovnik
• Services of an experienced Captain, crew and English-

speaking Cruise Manager
• Port charges, tourist taxes and Brijuni, Krka & Mljet

National Park fees
• Dubrovnik departure or arrival transfer
• Free Wi-fiDAY 1 POREC Embarkation aboard MS Stella Maris is from 2.00pm onwards. This

evening explore the beauty of this historic city before a welcome dinner on board. (D)  

DAY 2 POREC – ROVINJ – BRIJUNI NP – PULA Cruise to Rovinj for a walking tour of
its charming Old Town. Continue to the Brijuni National Park, once the summer residence
of President Tito, followed by a stop for a guided tour of Pula, arguably one of the most
beautiful of Istrian cities. Your guide will share some exciting stories of antiquity, as you
walk the footsteps of the ancient Romans and visit the Amphitheatre. (B, L)

DAY 3 PULA – MALI LOSINJ – ZADAR Your first stop today is the stunning island of
Mali Losinj. After some time to explore, your cruise will continue south to Zadar. (B, L, D)

DAY 4 ZADAR – KRKA NATIONAL PARK – PRIMOSTEN On a morning tour of
Zadar you will walk around the historical center to discover the old walls, Church of St.
Donat, the Roman Forum and the largest cathedral in Dalmatia, St. Anastasia. Return
to the ship and enjoy lunch as you cruise to Krka National Park to see it’s magnificent
waterfalls. After your visit here, travel by coach to Primosten. (B, L)

DAY 5 PRIMOSTEN – SPLIT – HVAR Visit the central Dalmatian city of Split for a
walking tour of the historical centre. Continue to Hvar Town, a charming seaside resort
with 8 centuries of architecture waiting to be explored. On a walking tour you will see 
the historic Old Town and the first public theatre in Europe. (B, L) 
Note: Due to the limited capacity of Hvar Harbour during the peak season of July & August, the
ports of Stari Grad or Jelsa (both on Hvar island) may be substituted as your overnight port with a
bus transfer to/from Hvar Town included.

DAY 6 HVAR – KORCULA – MLJET Early morning arrival to the magical island of
Korcula and its fairytale like walled town bearing the same name. Enjoy breakfast on board,
before you discover the walled city with your local guide. Afterwards cruise south to Mljet,
where Greek legend says Odysseus spent years after his capture by Calypso. Explore
Mljet before returning to your ship for this evening’s Captain’s dinner. (B, L, D)

DAY 7 MLJET – DUBROVNIK This morning, sail into beautiful Dubrovnik for a guided
walk of the stunning Old Town to visit the Rector’s Palace and Franciscan Monastery.
The remainder of your day is at leisure before this evening’s farewell dinner at a local
restaurant. (B, L, D)

DAY 8 DUBROVNIK Your cruise concludes with a departure transfer for your onward
journey. (B)
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2018 GUARANTEED DEPARTURES
Porec-Dubrovnik: May 5, 19; Jun 2, 16, 30; Jul 14, 28; 

Aug 11, 25; Sep 8, 22; Oct 6, 20
Dubrovnik-Porec: Apr 28; May 12, 26; Jun 9, 23; Jul 7, 21; 

Aug 4, 18; Sep 1, 15, 29; Oct 13 

from

$2,740pp
Go to www.cruise-croatia.com.au 

for the best prices, HOT deals and cabin availability.
Plus single or triple prices, ship images and information.

From prices are per person twin share based on April departure in a lower
deck cabin. See the website, call or email for all other prices.

CHOOSE YOUR CABIN
DECK CABIN BEDDING SIZE WINDOW TO OPEN
Main Standard Double/Twin 15-17sqm Window Open
Lower Standard Double 15-16sqm Porthole No
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TECHNICAL DATA
To be launched: 2018
Length: 47m
Breadth: 8.7m
Speed: 16km/h
Crew: 7
Passengers: 38
Cabins: 19

CHOOSE YOUR CABIN
DECK CABIN BEDDING SIZE WINDOW TO OPEN
Main Standard Double/Twin 14-16sqm Window No
Lower Standard Double/Twin 14-16sqm Porthole No

ONE WAY DISCOVERY 
8 day one way cruise aboard 

MS Mama Marija   

KORCULA

DELUXE CRUISE

SPLIT to DUBROVNIK or reverse

MS MAMA MARIJA (DELUXE)

INCLUSIONS

2018 GUARANTEED DEPARTURES

Split-Dubrovnik: May 12; Jul 14; Aug 4; Sep 1, 15, 29; Oct 13 
Dubrovnik-Split: May 19; Jun 9; Jul 7, 21; Aug 11, 25; 
Sep 8, 22; Oct 6, 20 

from

$1,950pp

• 7 nights in a sea-view cabin
• Half board meals – breakfast and one main meal daily
• Captain’s dinner with live music
• Complimentary beverage with lunch
• Guided walking tours: Split, Trogir, Hvar, Korcula and

Dubrovnik
• Tour of the Blue Cave on the island of Bisevo (or Vis

Island Tour with Komiza)
• Mljet National Park entrance fee
• Wireless headset system for walking tours
• Services of an experienced Captain, crew and English-

speaking Tour Manager
• Free wi-fi

DAY 1 SPLIT  Your cruise commences in Split, where embarkation begins at 1.00pm,
followed by free time to explore the city. Be back on board this evening to meet your
Captain, crew and fellow passengers before a Welcome Dinner to kick-start your
adventure. (D)

DAY 2 SPLIT – TROGIR Start your day with a guided sightseeing tour of Split, where
you will walk through the world famous Diocletian’s Palace. At over 1700 years old,
Split offers a myriad of cultural and historical sights which you can explore during some
free time. Afterwards cruise to Trogir, a UNESCO World Heritage listed site. A guided
sightseeing tour of the town will introduce you to the city’s highlights with free time to
explore afterwards. (B, L)

DAY 3 TROGIR – BOL – HVAR Begin today with a visit to Zlatni Rat, famous for its
ever-changing shape. Enjoy free time in Bol before lunch on board as you cruise to
Hvar, one of Croatia’s most popular islands. Here, embark on a guided sightseeing
tour of the town where you will learn about the history and culture of the island. (B, L)

DAY 4 HVAR – BISEVO – VIS Today’s first stop is a visit to the spectacular Blue Cave
whose natural underwater entrance creates a magical deep blue light that engulfs the
interior. After lunch you’ll cruise to Vis, used as an important military stronghold for
years, leaving the architecture and beaches relatively untouched. This evening is free
for you to discover the island. (B, L)

DAY 5 VIS – KORCULA This morning cruise to Korcula, the supposed birthplace of
Marco Polo. After a swim stop en-route and lunch on board, arrive at the island’s main
settlement where you will embark on a sightseeing tour of the city before an evening
at leisure. (B, L)

DAY 6 KORCULA – MLJET NATIONAL PARK – SIPAN/SLANO Depart this
morning for Mljet where you will have free time to roam the National Park and visit the
12th Century Benedictine Monastery. This afternoon, arrive in Sipan and enjoy free
time before a Captain’s Dinner this evening, featuring live entertainment. (B, L, D)

DAY 7 SIPAN/SLANO – DUBROVNIK In the morning cruise past the Elaphiti Islands
to Dubrovnik, your last port of call. After lunch embark on a guided city tour of the
Pearl of the Adriatic followed by some free time to explore the UNESCO World Heritage
listed city. (B, L)

DAY 8 DUBROVNIK Your cruise concludes on disembarkation in Split. (B)

The itinerary in the reverse direction (Dubrovnik-Split) varies slightly to the above. Please
see our website or contact Beyond Travel for further details.

Price excludes: Port tax, tourist tax and Mljet National Park fee (EUR40 per
person to be paid locally)

Go to www.cruise-croatia.com.au 
for the best prices, HOT deals and cabin availability.

Plus single or triple prices, ship images and information

From prices are per person twin share based on May and Oct departures
in a lower deck cabin. See the website, call or email for all other prices.
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Add a VENICE to SPLIT 4 day pre-cruise package
for only $1,025pp twin share.

Visit www.cruise-croatia.com.au for details.
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DALMATIAN ODYSSEY,
CROATIA & ITALY 
12 day one way cruise-tour aboard 

MS Prestige   

BOL – BRAC

DELUXE CRUISE

DUBROVNIK to VENICE

MS PRESTIGE (DELUXE)

INCLUSIONS

• 8 day cruise in a sea-view cabin
• 4 nights,  star hotel accommodation including daily

breakfast
• Half-board meals – breakfast and one main meal daily
(cruise only)

• Captain’s dinner with live entertainment
• Complimentary coffee and tea
• Guided walking tours: Dubrovnik, Korcula, Vis, Hvar,

Split, Plitvice National Park, Pula, Postojna and Venice
• Korcula island excursion including olive and wine tasting
• Services of an experienced Captain, crew and English-

speaking Cruise/Tour Manager
• Port charges, Tourist taxes and Mljet National Park fees
• Arrival and departure transfers (first and last day only)
• Free Wi-fi

DAY 1 CRUISE: DUBROVNIK Your cruise commences with an arrival transfers to MS
Prestige. Embarkation is from 2.00pm onwards followed by an evening welcome drink. 

DAY 2 CRUISE: DUBROVNIK – MLJET Discover the Old Town of Dubrovnik on a
morning walking tour before you cruise departs for the nearby island of Mljet.  Afternoon
walking tour of Mljet National Park. (B, L)

DAY 3 CRUISE: MLJET – KORCULA Enjoy spectacular scenery as your cruise
makes its way to Korcula for an afternoon walking tour of Korcula Town. (B, L)

DAY 4 CRUISE: KORCULA – VELA LUKA Cruise along the island of Korcula towards
Vela Luka where you will disembark for an afternoon 'Korcula Island tour' including a
visit to the Olive Oil factory and a local winery. (B, L)

DAY 5 CRUISE: VELA LUKA – VIS This morning cruise towards the island of Vis and
visit its town which was founded around 397 B.C. (B, L)

DAY 6 CRUISE: VIS – STARI GRAD (HVAR) Cruise to Hvar, one of the most popular
islands in the Adriatic for a sightseeing tour featuring the first public theatre in Europe
and the Franciscan Monastery. This evening enjoy a Captain’s dinner with live
entertainment aboard your ship. (B, L, D)

DAY 7 CRUISE: STARI GRAD – BOL – SPLIT Visit Bol, a small town on Brac Island,
to see the Golden Horn, said to be the best beach in Croatia. Afterwards, continue
cruising to Split, for a walking tour of the historic city including Diocletian's Palace. (B, L)

DAY 8 SPLIT – PLITVICE LAKES – OPATIJA Disembark your cruise and travel north
by coach to the Plitvice Lakes National Park. After your tour of the park, continue to
Opatija for check in at Grand Hotel Adriatic (4 star). (B, D)

DAY 9 OPATIJA / PULA – ROVINJ Explore the stunning Istrian Peninsula with a visit
and tour of Pula and its magnificent Roman amphitheatre and then on to Rovinj, with
its charming Old Town. (B)

DAY 10 OPATIJA – POSTOJNA – VENICE Travel into Slovenia and visit Postojna
Caves before driving to Venice. Check in at Carlton on the Grand Canal (4 star). Enjoy
the evening free for you to explore this romantic city. (B)

DAY 11 VENICE A comprehensive morning tour of Venice including a Murano Island
glass blowing demonstration. (B, D) 

DAY 12 VENICE Your tour concludes with a departure transfer for your onward
journey. (B)

2018 GUARANTEED DEPARTURES
Dubrovnik-Venice: Apr 28; May 12, 26; Jun 9; Aug 18; Sep 29; Oct 13 

from

$3,190pp

Go to www.cruise-croatia.com.au 
for the best prices, HOT deals and cabin availability.

Plus single or triple prices, ship images and information.

From price are per person twin share based on April departure in a lower deck
cabin. See the website, call or email for all other prices.

TECHNICAL DATA
Launched: 2013
Length: 47m
Breadth: 9m
Speed: 19km/h
Crew: 7
Passenger: 38
Cabins: 20
Voltage: 220v

CHOOSE YOUR CABIN
DECK CABIN BEDDING SIZE WINDOW TO OPEN
Main/Upper Standard Double/Twin 15-18sqm Window Yes
Lower Standard Double/Twin 16sqm Porthole No
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DALMATIAN EXPLORER 
8 day cruise aboard MS Princess Aloha   

SPLIT

DAY 1 DUBROVNIK  Welcome to Dubrovnik! Embarkation aboard MS Princess Aloha
is from 1.00pm. Take time this afternoon to explore the UNESCO World Heritage listed
city of Dubrovnik on your own, before this evenings welcome dinner aboard tonight. (D)

DAY 2 DUBROVNIK – KORCULA This morning is free to join and optional walking
tour of historic Dubrovnik, known as the “Pearl of the Adriatic”. Early this afternoon
you will depart for Korcula, cruising along the coast with a stop in one of the many
pristine bays for a swim. Upon arrival in Korcula, your evening is free to enjoy dinner
at one of the many sea front restaurants. (B, L)

DAY 3 KORCULA – PUCISCA Enjoy a morning at leisure to wander through the
narrow, cobbled streets of Korcula before your cruise sets sail for the island of Brac.
Upon arrival in Pucisca, on Brac's northern coast, your evening is free to enjoy its
authentic Mediterranean architecture and rustic ambiance. (B, L) 

DAY 4 PUCISCA – OMIS – SPLIT Depart for the ancient town of Omis, with its city
walls and fortress, located on the mainland at the mouth of the Cetina River. After a
relaxed walk around the town you will cruise to Split, a World Heritage-listed city. (B, L) 

DAY 5 SPLIT – BOL – HVAR Relax as your cruise takes you to Bol for an the opportunity
to swim at Brac island’s famous Zlatni Rat (Golden Horn), one of Europe’s most famous
beaches. Your cruise continues to Croatia’s sunniest and most popular island, Hvar,
where you can choose to join the optional guided tour of Hvar Town. (B, L)
Note: in peak season (Jul-Aug), due to limited capacity in Hvar harbour, the port of call can be
substituted for Stari Grad/Jelsa. In that case transfers by bus will be organised to and from Hvar Town.

DAY 6 HVAR – MLJET Cruise to Mljet where you may wish to spend the afternoon
exploring Mljet National Park, or take a boat ride to the 12th century Church of St.
Mary. Enjoy the Captain's Dinner this evening on board. (B, L, D)  

DAY 7 MLJET – DUBROVNIK This morning you will return to Dubrovnik, stopping en
route for one last opportunity to swim in one of the Adriatic’s secluded bays. Your
afternoon and evening are free to explore Dubrovnik further. (B, L)

DAY 8 DUBROVNIK Your cruise concludes on disembarkation in Dubrovnik. (B)

DUBROVNIK to DUBROVNIK
INCLUSIONS

• 8 day first class cruise in a sea-view cabin
• Half-board meals – breakfast and one main meal daily
• Captain’s Dinner
• Services of an experienced Captain and crew
• Multilingual Cruise Manager
• Free Wi-fi

TECHNICAL DATA
Launched: 2012
Length: 38m
Breadth: 8m
Speed: 16km/h
Crew members: 7
Passengers: 38
Cabins: 18
Voltage: 220v

CHOOSE YOUR CABIN
DECK CABIN BEDDING SIZE WINDOW TO OPEN
Main Superior Double/Twin 10.5sqm Window Yes
Lower Classic Double/Twin 11.5sqm Porthole No

MS PRINCESS ALOHA (FIRST CLASS)

2018 GUARANTEED DEPARTURES
Dubrovnik-Dubrovnik: May 6, 13, 20, 27; Jun 3, 10,17, 24; Jul 1, 8,
15, 22, 29; Aug 5, 12, 19, 26; Sep 2, 9, 16, 23, 30; Oct 7, 14 

from

$1,560pp

Price excludes: Port tax, tourist tax and Mljet National Park fee (EUR40 per
person to be paid locally)

FIRST CLASS CRUISE

Go to www.cruise-croatia.com.au 
for the best prices, HOT deals and cabin availability.

Plus single or triple prices, ship images and information.

From prices are per person twin share based on April and May departures in a
lower deck cabin. See the website, call or email for all other prices.

30 Australia 1300 363 554 | New Zealand 0800 550 065≈
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TECHNICAL DATA
Launched: 2015
Length: 41m
Breadth: 8.1m
Speed: 17km/h
Crew: 7
Passengers: 36
Cabins: 18

CHOOSE YOUR CABIN
DECK CABIN BEDDING SIZE WINDOW TO OPEN
Main Standard Double/Twin 13-15sqm Window Yes
Lower Standard Double/Twin 14-16sqm Porthole No

CROATIAN ELEGANCE 
8 day cruise aboard MS Captain Bota   

MAKARSKA

FIRST CLASS CRUISE

SPLIT to SPLIT

MS CAPTAIN BOTA (FIRST CLASS)

INCLUSIONS

2018 GUARANTEED DEPARTURES

Split-Split: May 5, 12, 19, 26; Jun 2, 9, 16; Aug 18, 25; 
Sep 8, 15, 22, 29 

from

$1,510pp

BOL

• 8 day cruise in a sea-view cabin
• Half-board meals – breakfast and one main meal daily
• Guided walking tours: Hvar, Korcula, Dubrovnik and Split
• Wireless headset system for walking tours
• Services of an experienced Captain and crew
• English-speaking Cruise Manager
• Free Wi-fi

DAY 1 SPLIT Welcome to Split! Embarkation aboard MS Captain Bota is from 1.00pm.
Enjoy a welcome drink and dinner on board with your fellow travellers. (D)  

DAY 2 SPLIT – BOL – HVAR A morning scenic cruise to Bol for an opportunity to swim
at Brac’s famous Zlatni Rat (Golden Horn). Arrival at Hvar this afternoon, Croatia’s sunniest
and most popular island, where you will enjoy a guided tour of Hvar Town. (B, L)

DAY 3 HVAR – KORCULA Leave Hvar early and cruise to the island of Korcula, with
a stop for a swim and lunch. On arrival in Korcula Town, known as the birthplace of
Marco Polo, you will explore Korcula's narrow cobblestone streets on your guided city
walk. (B, L)

DAY 4 KORCULA – DUBROVNIK  Anchor off one of the Elaphite Island’s beautiful
bays for a swim before arrival in Dubrovnik after lunch. Experience Dubrovnik’s walled
Old Town on your guided walking tour followed by time at leisure where you may like to
walk the city walls or take a cable car up Srd Hill for panoramic views. (B, L)

DAY 5 DUBROVNIK – MLJET  After a morning cruise through the Elaphite Islands,
arrive at Mljet for the opportunity to explore this stunning island that is a national park.
You will discover the Great and Small Lake and the islet of St. Mary with its Benedictine
Monastery. (B, L) 

DAY 6 MLJET – MAKARSKA  Your voyage continues towards Makarska, on your
way pass Pelješac Penninsula and its picturesque vistas on both sides, green with the
olive and pine groves, vineyards and the low bush forests. Arrive this afternoon in
Makarska, famous for its long beaches and lively nightlife. (B, L)

DAY 7 MAKARSKA – PUCISCA – SPLIT  Your voyage continues to Pucisca on Brac's
northern coast with its authentic Mediterranean architecture, rustic ambiance and famous
Stonemasonry School. After a relaxed walk around the town you will have lunch whilst
you cruise to Split. On arrival embark on a guided city tour to discover this 1,700 year old
World Heritage listed city and its famous Diocletian’s Palace. (B, L)

DAY 8 SPLIT  Your cruise concludes on disembarkation in Split. (B)

Price excludes: Port tax, tourist tax and Mljet National Park fee (EUR40 per
person to be paid locally)

Go to www.cruise-croatia.com.au 
for the best prices, HOT deals and cabin availability.

Plus single or triple prices, ship images and information.

From prices are per person twin share based on May departures in a lower
deck cabin. See the website, call or email for all other prices.
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Athens
GREECE

AEGEAN
SEA

SYROS
DELOS

MYKONOS

PAROS

SANTORINI

KYTHNOS

POROS

ANTIPAROS

POLIEGOS

FOLEGANDROS

DELUXE CRUISE

TECHNICAL DATA
Launched: 1992
Renovated: 2013
Length: 48m
Breadth: 10m
Speed: 20km/h
Crew: 16
Passengers: 50
Cabins: 25

CHOOSE YOUR CABIN
DECK CABIN BEDDING SIZE WINDOW TO OPEN
Upper Category A Double/Twin 12.5sqm Porthole No
Lower Category B Twin 12.5sqm Porthole No
Lower Category C Double/Twin 12.5sqm Porthole No

JEWELS OF THE
CYCLADES 

8 day cruise aboard MS Galileo   

SANTORINI

DAY 1 ATHENS – POROS  Welcome to Athens! Embarkation is from 2.00pm. After
a  welcome drink to meet your crew and fellow passengers your ship sets sail for Poros
a busy, charming port surrounded by picturesque hills. (D)

DAY 2 POLIEGOS – FOLEGANDROS A morning arrival to the uninhabited Cycladic
island of Poliegos, known for its amazing beaches, for a swim and lunchtime barbecue.
This afternoon you will sail to lesser known Folegandros, one of the most traditional
islands of the Aegean Sea, where your ship will spend the evening. (B, L)

DAY 3 SANTORINI Cruise to beautiful Santorini, arguably the most famous of all Greek
islands and definitely the most recognisable. You will have the opportunity to join an
optional tour of the Akrotiri excavations and the charming village of Oia with its
breathtaking picture postcard views over the collapsed volcanic caldera. Overnight in
Santorini. (B, L)

DAY 4 ANTIPAROS – PAROS After a morning’s scenic cruise enjoy a swim at
Antiparos. On arrival in Paros you will be offered an optional tour of Parikia, with its
Cycladic architecture of whitewashed flat-roofed houses and the quaint village of
Naoussa. This evening, enjoy a festive Greek night on-board. (B, L)

DAY 5 DELOS – MYKONOS Today you will be offered an optional morning tour to
the unique archaeological site of Delos, the mythical birthplace of Apollo and Artemis.
This afternoon and evening explore the popular and lively port of Mykonos. Stroll
through the town’s narrow streets amongst the picturesque white washed houses
overlooking the cyclades. (B, L)

DAY 6 SYROS Start your day with a swim before a morning cruise to Syros, the capital
of the Cycladic Islands. Enjoy the islands sandy beaches or wander the town to admire
its neo-classical buildings, old mansions and white-washed houses cascading down
to the harbour. (B, L)

DAY 7 KYTHNOS – ATHENS This morning anchor off Kythnos for a refreshing swim
in Kolones Bay. End your journey with a cruise to Athens, via a stop at Cape Sounion
and the Temple of Poseidon, built in 440 B.C. Overnight in Athens. (B, D)

DAY 8 ATHENS Your cruise concludes on disembarkation in Athens. (B)

ATHENS to ATHENS

INCLUSIONS

• 8 day deluxe cruise in a sea-view cabin

• Half-board meals – breakfast and one main meal daily

• Captain’s dinner 

• Services of an experienced Captain and crew 

• English-speaking Cruise Manager

• Port charges

MS GALILEO (DELUXE)

2018 GUARANTEED DEPARTURES

                                                                       C             B            A*

Apr 20, 27                                                   3,026       3,586      4,266

May 4, 11, 18, 25; Jun 1, 8, 15, 22, 29; 
Jul 6, 13, 20, 7; Aug 3, 10, 17, 24, 31;          3,316       3,936      4,686
Sep 7, 21, 28; Oct 12, 19                                   

Prices are per person in AUD, based on twin share and include port charges
of $436

Single Supplement for Sole-Use: Cat C-B: 60% of the twin share price;
Cat A: 75% of the twin share price.

*Triple cabin available. Please contact Beyond Travel.

Visit www.beyondtravel.com.au or contact 
Beyond Travel for further details on MS Galileo.
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CLASSICAL GREECE
8 day cruise aboard MS Harmony V*

KYTHIRA

DAY 1 ATHENS – KEA Welcome to Athens! Embarkation is from 2.00pm. After a
welcome drink your ship sets sail for Kea, where you will have the opportunity to
explore the small port of Korrisia. Overnight at sea. (D)

DAY 2 DELOS – MYKONOS Arrive this morning at Delos, the mythical birthplace of
Apollo and Artemis, for an optional visit to an open-air museum with many ancient
monuments and buildings. Afterwards cruise to Mykonos, with an evening free to wander
the narrow streets lined by the iconic whitewashed houses of the Aegean. (B, L) 

DAY 3 SANTORINI At noon arrive at Santorini which was formed by the half
submerged crescent of a volcanic caldera. Go ashore to take the cable car to Fira, a
stunning cluster of white buildings atop the cliffs. In the evening, you will have the
opportunity to visit Oia, famous for its Santorini views. Overnight at sea. (B, L) 

DAY 4 CRETE Disembark at Crete’s famous and lively port of Rethymnon. A wander
through the city’s narrow streets will allow you to discover remains of Venetian and
Ottoman architecture. Whilst in Rethymnon you will be offered an optional tour to the
ancient city of Knossos before a late departure for Kythira. (B, L)

DAY 5 KYTHIRA Cruise the Aegean Sea, followed by an afternoon arrival in Kythira,
a lesser known island gem fast becoming a favourite among visitors to Greece. This
evening you have at leisure to visit the picturesque main town of Chora. (B, L)

DAY 6 MONEMVASSIA – NAFPLION Cruise to Monemvassia, a remarkable medieval
fortified town, on the Greek mainland. Here you have time at leisure to discover the
uniquely preserved Byzantine and Venetian architecture. This afternoon you will cruise
to Nafplion. (B, L)

DAY 7 NAFPLION – HYDRA This morning you will be offered an optional tour to
Mycenae, one of the earliest Greek civilisations, to visit the imposing Lion’s Gate,
Mycenae Palace and the Tomb of Agamemnon. Afterwards cruise to the island of
Hydra, one of the most unspoilt of Greek islands. (B, L)

DAY 8 ATHENS Your cruise concludes on disembarkation in Athens. (B)

2018 GUARANTEED DEPARTURES

                                                                    C          B          A*          P
Apr 27; May 4, 11, 18, 25; 
Jun 1, 8, 15, 22, 29; Jul 6, 13, 20, 27; 
Aug 3, 10, 17, 31; Sep 7, 14, 21, 28;       

4,006    4,546    5,166    5,786

Oct 5, 12, 19

Prices are per person in AUD, based on twin share and include port charges
of $436 

Single Supplement for Sole-Use: 60% of the twin share price

*Triple cabin available. Please contact Beyond Travel for prices. 

Note: Departures from April 27 to May 25 are aboard MS Callisto.

INCLUSIONS

• 8 day deluxe cruise in a sea-view cabin

• Half-board meals – breakfast and one main meal daily

• Captain’s dinner 

• Services of an experienced Captain and crew 

• English-speaking Cruise Manager

• Port charges

DELUXE CRUISE

TECHNICAL DATA
Launched: 2009
Length: 55m
Breadth: 8.2m
Speed: 20km/h
Crew: 16-18
Passengers: 49
Cabins: 25

CHOOSE YOUR CABIN
DECK CABIN CODE BEDDING SIZE WINDOW TO OPEN
Upper Category P P Double/Twin 15sqm Window No

Main
Category A A Double/Twin 12.9sqm Window No
Category B B Double/Twin 12.6sqm Window No

Main Category C C Double 11.7sqm Window No

* Certain departures will be aboard MS Callisto

MS HARMONY V* (DELUXE)

Visit www.beyondtravel.com.au or contact Beyond Travel for
further details on MS Harmony V and MS Callisto.

ATHENS to ATHENS
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ISLAND HOPPING
SOUTHERN DALMATIA 

10 day Tailor-Made Tour  

KORCULA

TAILOR–MADE

DAY 1 DUBROVNIKWelcome to Croatia! Upon arrival, you will be met and transferred
to Hotel Excelsior (5 star) or Hotel Perla (3 star). Once you have settled into your room
start your exploration of Dubrovnik.

DAY 2 DUBROVNIK Surrounded by ramparts and fortresses, this ancient town is a
treasure trove of architectural and cultural masterpieces, carefully preserved over the
centuries. Take a pleasant walk to the Rector's Palace, the Franciscan Monastery with its
14th century Pharmacy, as well as other places of interest. We recommend a walk along
the famous city walls or a cable car journey to the top of Srd Hill for spectacular views. (B)

DAY 3 DUBROVNIK A second day to explore magical Dubrovnik or why not venture
further afield and join one of our optional sightseeing tours (see pages 44-45): Mostar,
Bosnia & Herzegovina, with its centuries of varied culture and famous stone-arch
bridge; or the picturesque country of Montenegro with its small towns full of nautical
tradition lining the Bay of Kotor. (B) 

DAY 4 DUBROVNIK – KORCULA Transfer to the ferry terminal for your catamaran
to Korcula. Upon arrival, you will be transferred to Hotel Liburna* (4 star) with the rest
of the day at leisure. (B) 

DAY 5 KORCULA Korcula has a legendary past, deemed by many as Marco Polo’s
birthplace and before that as home to one of the Homeric heroes. This quaint island
offers secluded little bays to hide away, unspoilt natural beauties and small towns of
red-roofed houses. (B) 

DAY 6 KORCULA – HVAR Transfer to the pier for your early morning catamaran to
Hvar. Upon arrival, you will be transferred to the Hotel Adriana (4 star) or Amfora Hvar
Grand Beach Resort (4 star) with the rest of the day at leisure. (B)

DAY 7 HVAR Sunny Hvar, as the slogan reads, is characterised by gentle winters,
warm summers and many hours of sunshine: see how the lavender fields and the
vineyards colour the bare Mediterranean landscape, descending gradually from black
pine woods to white stoned bays. A wander through the maze of streets and squares
that make up Hvar Town is a must, as is a visit to the medieval fortress. (B)

DAY 8 HVAR – SPLIT After breakfast, you will be transferred to the pier
to once again take a catamaran, this time back to the mainland and the
Dalmatian city of Split. On arrival, you will be transferred to Hotel Marmont
(5 star) or Hotel Slavija (3 star). (B)

DAY 9 SPLIT Split is the biggest city in Dalmatia and a UNESCO World
Heritage Site. Explore the rich cultural and monumental heritage of this
1,700-year old city on your own: view remnants of the city's Roman
heritage, its Renaissance and Gothic structures, and its contemporary
attractions. Alternatively pre-book a privately guided tour of Split (for
details see page 43). (B)

DAY 10 SPLIT Your tour concludes with a departure transfer to the
airport for your onward journey. (B)

*A higher room category is used at Hotel Liburna, Korcula when booking
the 4/5 star package

A D R I AT I C  S E A

CROATIA

BOSNIA &
HERZEGOVINA

HVAR

Split

Hvar Town

Korcula
Town

Dubrovnik

KORCULA

2018 DAILY DEPARTURES

                                           4/5 Star Hotels            3/4 Star Hotels
                                              Per Person                  Per Person
                                              Twin Share                  Twin Share

Mar-Oct                     from        1,935                            1,355

Tailor-made tours – freedom to amend itinerary to suit your 
individual wishes

INCLUSIONS

• Hotel accommodation in your preferred category

• Meals as specified

• Private transfers between airport, hotels and ferry
terminals

• Ferry / Catamaran tickets: Dubrovnik-Korcula,
Korcula-Hvar, Hvar-Split

• Services of a local representative

H3

2

2

2

TAILOR-MADE

DUBROVNIK
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CROATIA: MAINLAND
& ISLAND EXPLORER 

13 day Tailor-Made Tour  

HVAR

TAILOR–MADE

DAY 1 ZAGREB Upon arrival, you will be met and transferred to Hotel Palace (4 star)
or Hotel Jadran (3 star). Once you have settled into your room start your discovery of
Croatia’s charming capital. 

DAY 2 ZAGREB This morning view the highlights of the city on your privately guided
sightseeing tour. With a history dating back to 1094, there is much to see such as the
"Upper Town," with the Assumption Cathedral and Gothic Church of St. Mark. Also visit
the "Lower Town," featuring Jelacic Square and the Parliament building. (B)

DAY 3 ZAGREB – PLITVICE Transfer by private vehicle Plitvice Lakes. In the afternoon
take an optional privately guided walking tour of the national park with its cascading
waterfalls and terraced turquoise lakes (additional charges apply). Overnight at Hotel
Jezero* (3 star). (B)

DAY 4 PLITVICE – SPLIT The morning is free to further explore the National Park on
your own before your private transfer to Split. On arrival you will check in at Hotel
Marmont (4 star) or Hotel Slavija (3 star), with the remainder of the day at leisure to
explore the sights of this Dalmatian city. (B)

DAY 5 SPLIT Enjoy a privately guided tour of Split, the UNESCO World Heritage Site with
a rich cultural and monumental heritage. View remnants of the city's Roman heritage as
your tour mainly focuses on the 3rd century Diocletian's Palace, which represents the heart
of the inner city, where all the most important historical buildings can be found. (B)

DAY 6 SPLIT – HVAR Today, you will be transferred to the pier to take a catamaran to
the island of Hvar. On arrival, you will be transferred to Hotel Adriana (4 star) or Hotel
Amfora (4 star). (B)

DAY 7 HVAR Sunny Hvar, as the slogan reads, is characterised by gentle winters, warm
summers and many hours of sunshine: see how the lavender fields and the vineyards
colour the bare Mediterranean landscape, descending gradually from black pine woods
to white stoned bays. A wander through the maze of streets and squares that make up
Hvar Town is a must, as is a visit to the medieval fortress. (B) 

DAY 8 HVAR – KORCULA Transfer to the pier for your catamaran to Korcula. Upon arrival,
you will be transferred to Hotel Liburna* (4 star) with the rest of the day at leisure. (B) 

DAY 9 KORCULA Korcula has a legendary past, deemed by many as Marco Polo’s
birthplace and before that as home to one of the Homeric heroes. This quaint island
offers secluded little bays to hide away, unspoilt natural beauties and small towns of
red-roofed houses. (B)

DAY 10 KORCULA – DUBROVNIK Transfer to the pier for your catamaran to Dubrovnik.
Upon arrival, you will be transferred to the Hotel Excelsior (5 star) or Hotel Perla (3 star)
with the rest of the day at leisure. (B)

Note: The catamaran Korcula to Dubrovnik does not operate daily during
certain times of the year (Mar-May and Oct). During this time you will travel
by bus between Korcula and Dubrovnik should the ferry not operate.

DAY 11 DUBROVNIK Surrounded by ramparts and fortresses, this ancient
town is a treasure trove of architectural and cultural masterpieces, carefully
preserved over the centuries. On a guided walking tour you will explore the
Rector's Palace, the Franciscan Monastery with its 14th century Pharmacy,
as well as other places of interest. We recommend a walk along the famous
city walls or a cable car journey to the top of Srd Hill for spectacular views.
(B)

DAY 12 DUBROVNIK A second day to explore magical Dubrovnik or why
not venture further afield and join one of our optional sightseeing tours (see
pages 44-45): Mostar, Bosnia & Herzegovina, with its centuries of varied
culture and famous stone-arch bridge; or the picturesque country of
Montenegro with its small towns full of nautical tradition lining the Bay of
Kotor. (B) 

DAY 13 DUBROVNIK Your tour concludes with a departure transfer to the
airport for your onward journey. (B)

*A higher room category is used at Hotel Jezero, Plitvice and Hotel
Liburna, Korcula when booking the 4/5 star package

Split

Dubrovnik

Plitvice Lakes

CROATIA

ADRIATIC
SEA

Zagreb
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H2

HVAR

KORCULA

Hvar Town
Korcula Town

BOSNIA &
HERZEGOVINA

SERBIA

SLOVENIA

MONTENEGRO

2018 DAILY DEPARTURES

                                           4/5 Star Hotels            3/4 Star Hotels
                                              Per Person                  Per Person
                                              Twin Share                  Twin Share

Mar-Oct                     from        3,195                            2,515

Prices are subject to seasonal adjustments. Single prices on
application.

Tailor-made tours – freedom to amend itinerary to suit your 
individual wishes

INCLUSIONS

• Hotel accommodation in your preferred category

• Meals as specified

• Guided walking tours: Zagreb, Split & Dubrovnik

• Private transfers: Zagreb-Plitvice, Plitvice-Split

• Ferry / Catamaran tickets: Split-Hvar, Hvar-Korcula,
Korcula-Dubrovnik

• Arrival and departure transfers

• Services of a local representative

TAILOR-MADE
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HIGHLIGHTS OF
CROATIA 

8 day Tailor-Made Tour  

SPLIT

TAILOR–MADE

DAY 1 ZAGREB Your tour commences with an arrival transfer to Hotel Palace (4 star)
or Hotel Jadran (3 star). After check-in, begin your discovery of Croatia’s capital, a
vibrant, energetic city that is contrast to the popular Dalmatian coast.   

DAY 2 ZAGREB Today explore Zagreb, a city with many historical, architectural and
cultural highlights, at your leisure. Alternatively pre-booking a morning private city tour
with a guide (see page 42) will bring the city alive and give you a better understanding
of what makes it tick. With a history dating back to 1094, there is much to see in both
the "Upper" and “Lower” Towns such as the Assumption Cathedral, Church of St. Mark,
Jelacic Square and the Parliament building. If you choose the tour then the remainder
of the day is at leisure for you to retrace your steps and find Zagreb’s hidden gems by
yourself. (B)

DAY 3 ZAGREB – PLITVICE This morning transfer to the bus station for the regular
bus service to Plitvice Lakes National Park. The journey takes approximately 2.5 hours
and on arrival you will make the short walk to the Hotel Jezero* (3 star). This afternoon
there will be plenty of time to enjoy the serene environment of this UNESCO-listed
national park with its cascading waterfalls connecting many terraced turquoise lakes.
A walk through the park between the lakes and through the limestone canyons is
recommended as is a boat trip across Lake Kozjak. (B)

DAY 4 PLITVICE – SPLIT This morning after a leisurely breakfast depart by regular
bus service to the Dalmatian city of Split, a journey time of approximately 4.5 hours.
On arrival transfer to either Hotel Marmont (5 star) or Hotel Slavija (3 star) and then
explore the sights including the bustling waterfront, with its ferries to the islands, and
the Roman ruins of the Old Town. (B) 

DAY 5 SPLIT Split is a UNESCO World Heritage Site with a rich cultural and monumental
heritage. The highlights are the city's Roman heritage and the 3rd century Diocletian's
Palace, which represents the heart of the inner city. Explore the many Roman and Gothic
structures that lie within the walls of the palace on your own or pre-book – highly
recommended - an optional sightseeing tour with a private guide (see page 43). This
afternoon spend time enjoying the charm and ambiance of the city on your own. (B) 

DAY 6 SPLIT – DUBROVNIK This morning, transfer to the bus terminal for the regular
bus service to Dubrovnik (approximately 4.5 hours). This particular journey is one of
the most scenic drives in the world; you can relax and enjoy the views as you hug the
coastline delicately winding its way between dramatic cliffs walls and the sparkling
Adriatic with its many beautiful islands. On arrival you will be met and transferred to
Hotel Excelsior (5 star) or Hotel Perla (3 star). (B)

DAY 7 DUBROVNIK Surrounded by ramparts and fortresses, this
ancient town is a treasure trove carefully preserved over the centuries.
You may explore by yourself or, for a more immersive experience pre-
book a privately guided city tour (see page 44-45). There is so much to
see in medieval Dubrovnik: the Old Town, pedestrian Stradun, Rector’s
Palace, Franciscan Monastery, not to mention a walk along the top of the
city walls. (B)

DAY 8 DUBROVNIK Your tour concludes with a departure transfer for
your onward journey. (B)

*In Plitvice you will stay at Hotel Jezero (3 star) with an upgraded
room type.

Split

Dubrovnik

Plitvice Lakes

CROATIA

ADRIATIC
SEA

Zagreb

ITALY

2018 DAILY DEPARTURES

                                            4/5* Star Hotels           3 Star Hotels
                                               Per Person                Per Person
                                                Twin Share                 Twin Share

Jan-Dec                     from        2,045                          1,420

Upgrade to private transfers 
between cities                                         

585 per person

INCLUSIONS

• Hotel accommodation in your preferred category

• Meals as specified

• Regular bus service tickets: Zagreb-Plitvice, Plitvice-
Split, Split-Dubrovnik

• Private transfers between hotels, airports and bus
terminals (excludes Plitvice)

• Services of local representatives

H2

1

2

2

Tailor-made tours – freedom to amend itinerary to suit your 
individual wishes

TAILOR-MADE

BOSNIA &
HERZEGOVINA

SERBIA

SLOVENIA

MONTENEGRO
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BLED

TAILOR–MADE

DAY 1 ZAGREB Your tour commences with an arrival transfer to Hotel Best Western
Astoria (4 star) or Hotel Jadran (3 star). 

DAY 2 ZAGREB Today explore Zagreb at your leisure, or pre-book a privately guided
city tour (see page 42) to learn of the history and legend of Croatia’s capital. With a
history dating back to 1094, there is much to see in both the "Upper" and “Lower”
Towns such as the Assumption Cathedral, Church of St. Mark, Jelacic Square and
the Parliament building. The remainder of the day is at leisure. (B)

DAY 3 ZAGREB – LJUBLJANA – BLED Your driving adventure begins as you collect
your rental vehicle and leave Zagreb and cross the border into Slovenia to visit the
charming capital of Ljubljana. You may wish to enjoy lunch here (not included) and take
in a guided walking tour (see page 40) to see the highlights of the old city including the
Old Town, picturesque open-air Central Market and baroque Town Hall. Afterwards
drive the short distance to Bled to overnight at Hotel Park (4 star) or Hotel Astoria (3
star). (B) 

DAY 4 BLED This morning you may take a tour of Bled (see page 41), a stunning jewel
of the Julian Alps. Visit the town’s sights including Bled Castle which is perched on a
cliff high above the lake, offering magnificent views of the surrounding mountains.
Alternatively you may wish to take a pletna (traditional boat) ride to the island in the
middle of the lake, or a scenic drive to visit Lake Bohinj. (B)

DAY 5 BLED – POSTOJNA – ROVINJ Today you will return to Croatia and the
picturesque fishing village of Rovinj. En-route stop at the impressive Postojna Caves,
home to one of the largest cave systems in Europe. In Rovinj, check in at Casa
Garzotto (4 star)* before exploring the winding cobbled streets of this charming
Mediterranean Old Town centred around the hilltop church of St. Euphemia. (B) 

DAY 6 ROVINJ & THE ISTRIAN PENINSULA Spend your day in Rovinj or jump in
the car to explore the stunning coastal towns and small hilltop villages of the Istrian
Peninsula. This region is famous for its local produce including fresh seafood, truffles,
olive oils and wine. A drive around the interior or coast will reveal many opportunities
to indulge in the flavours of Istria. (B)

DAY 7 ROVINJ – PLITVICE Drive inland to one of Croatia’s most spectacular sights,
Plitvice Lakes National Park. This UNESCO-listed park with its cascading waterfalls
connecting a series of terraced turquoise lakes offers a wonderful stay in the heart of
mainland Croatia. Overnight Hotel Jezero* (3 star). (B)

DAY 8 PLITVICE – TROGIR – SPLIT Today, return to the coast and the
Dalmatian port city of Split, via a recommended stop in the artistic centre
of Trogir The highlights of Split are its Roman heritage and the 4th century
Diocletian's Palace, the heart of the inner city. Explore the many Roman
and Gothic structures that lie within the walls of the palace on your own or
pre-book a guided sightseeing tour (see page 43). Stay at Best Western
Art (4 star) or Hotel Best Western Art Depandance (3 star). (B)

DAY 9 SPLIT – DUBROVNIK This particular journey is one of the most
scenic drives in the world; enjoy the views as you hug the coastline
delicately winding between dramatic cliff walls and the sparkling Adriatic.
On arrival check in at Hotel Neptun (4 star) or Hotel Perla (3 star). (B)

DAY 10 DUBROVNIK Surrounded by ramparts and fortresses, Dubrovnik
is a treasure trove carefully preserved over the centuries. You may explore
by yourself or pre-book a privately guided city tour (see page 44-45). There
is so much to see in medieval Dubrovnik: the Old Town, pedestrian
Stradun, Rector’s Palace, Franciscan Monastery, not to mention a walk
along the top of the city walls. Car rental return. (B)

DAY 11 DUBROVNIK Your tour concludes with a departure transfer for
your onward journey. 

*Rovinj accommodation only 4 star offered for both packages and
in Plitvice only 3 star offered in both packages

Split

Dubrovnik

Plitvice Lakes

CROATIA

BOSNIA &
HERZEGOVINA

SLOVENIA

SERBIA

MONTENEGRO

ADRIATIC
SEA

Zagreb

ITALY

2018 DAILY DEPARTURES

                                              4 Star Hotels             3 Star Hotels
                                               Per Person                Per Person
                                                Twin Share                 Twin Share

Jan-Dec      from     1,515                          1,440

PRICE EXCLUDES: Locally paid fees including one-way car rental
drop off fee & cross boarder use fee (foreign use fee) 

INCLUSIONS

• Hotel accommodation in your preferred category

• Meals as specified

• 8 day car hire (compact manual) 

• Arrival and departure transfers

• Services of local representatives

SLOVENIA, ISTRIA &
THE DALMATIAN

COAST SELF-DRIVE 
11 day Tailor-Made Tour  

Tailor-made tours – freedom to amend itinerary to suit your 
individual wishes

HUNGARY

Istrian
Peninsula

Rovinj

Ljubljana

Postojna

Bled
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Athens

GREECE

AEGEAN
SEA

MYKONOS

SANTORINI

ISLAND HOPPING IN
THE CYCLADES 
10 day Tailor-Made Tour

SANTORINI

TAILOR–MADE

2018 DAILY DEPARTURES
                                                 4 Star Hotels        3 Star Hotels
                                                  Per Person           Per Person
                                                   Twin Share           Twin Share

Apr - Oct from        1,660                     1,610

Single price on application.

Tailor-made tours – freedom to amend itinerary to suit your 
individual wishes

INCLUSIONS

• Hotel accommodation in your preferred category

• Meals as specified

• Guided coach tour: Athens, the Acropolis &
Acropolis Museum

• High-speed economy class ferry: Athens-Mykonos,
Mykonos-Santorini, Santorini-Athens

• Private transfers between airport, hotels and port
terminals

• Services of a local representative

DAY 1 ATHENS Your tour commences with an arrival transfer to Hotel Titania (4 star)
or Hotel Polis Grand (3 star). After check-in start your discovery of the ancient and
absorbing capital of Greece.  

DAY 2 ATHENS Your sightseeing tour of Athens includes a visit to the stadium where
the first Olympic Games were held, the New Acropolis Museum to learn more about
this iconic Greek wonder and a climb up the Acropolis to the Parthenon. (B) 

DAY 3 ATHENS – MYKONOS This morning after an early breakfast you will be
transferred to the port of Piraeus for your ferry to Mykonos. Relax on board as you cruise
across the Aegean Sea. On arrival you will be transferred to the Hotel Pelican Bay (4
star) or Hotel Kamari (3 star). (B)

DAYS 4  & 5 MYKONOS For the next two days your time is your own on this charming
island. Relax by the hotel pool or on one of the island’s many fine beaches. Explore
Mykonos Town where you can stroll through the narrow streets amongst picturesque
whitewashed houses down to the harbour where the locals still fish using traditional
methods. In the evening, Mykonos comes alive, so live like a local and visit one of the
many restaurants and cafes that line the port. (B)

DAY 6 MYKONOS – SANTORINI Transfer to the Mykonos port to board the fast ferry
to Santorini, the most spectacular of the Greek islands. On arrival you will be transferred
by private vehicle up the steep sides of the volcanic caldera to the Hotel El Greco (4 star)
or Hotel Astor Thira (3 star). After settling in, enjoy a breathtaking display of your first
Santorini sunset. (B)  

DAYS 7 & 8 SANTORINI Over the next two days you have free time to explore and
discover. Formed 3,500 years ago by a massive volcanic eruption that half-submerged
the island and gave it its distinctive half-crescent shape and steep cliffs, today Santorini
is a tourist paradise. Wander the streets of Fira, a stunning cluster of white-washed
buildings perched precariously atop the cliffs, or visit nearby Oia with its breathtaking
picture-postcard views over the Aegean Sea. Santorini is an experience not to be
missed. (B)

DAY 9 SANTORINI – ATHENS Return today to Athens on the fast ferry across the
Aegean. You will arrive into Piraeus in the late evening where a private vehicle will be
waiting to transfer you to the Hotel Titania (4 star) or Hotel Polis Grand (3 star). (B)

DAY 10 ATHENS Your tour concludes with a departure transfer for your onward
journey. (B)
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TAILOR-MADE

MYKONOS
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Athens

Heraklion

GREECE

AEGEAN
SEA

CRETE

MYKONOS

SANTORINIQ

ISLAND HOPPING IN
THE CYCLADES & CRETE

12 day Tailor-Made Tour

CRETE

TAILOR–MADE

2018 DAILY DEPARTURES
                                               4 Star Hotels       3 Star Hotels
                                                 Per Person          Per Person
                                                 Twin Share           Twin Share

Apr - Oct from       2,120                    1,960

Single price on application. 

Tailor-made tours – freedom to amend itinerary to suit your 
individual wishes

INCLUSIONS

• Hotel accommodation in your preferred category

• Meals as specified

• Guided coach tour: Athens, the Acropolis and
Acropolis Museum

• High-speed economy class ferry: Athens-Mykonos,
Mykonos-Santorini, Santorini-Crete

• Economy class flight: Crete-Athens (including taxes)

• Private transfers between airport, hotels and port
terminals

• Services of a local representative

DAY 1 ATHENS Your tour commences with an arrival transfer to Hotel Titania (4 star)
or Hotel Polis Grand (3 star). After check-in start your discovery of the ancient and
absorbing capital of Greece.  

DAY 2 ATHENS Your sightseeing tour of Athens includes a visit to the stadium where
the first Olympic Games were held, the New Acropolis Museum to learn more about
this iconic Greek wonder and a climb up the Acropolis to the Parthenon. (B)  

DAY 3 ATHENS – MYKONOS This morning after an early breakfast you will be
transferred to the port of Piraeus for your ferry to Mykonos. Relax on board as you cruise
across the Aegean Sea. On arrival you will be transferred to the Hotel Pelican Bay (4
star) or Hotel Kamari (3 star). (B)

DAYS 4  & 5 MYKONOS For the next two days your time is your own on this charming
island. Relax by the hotel pool or on one of the island’s many fine beaches. Explore
Mykonos Town where you can stroll through the narrow streets amongst picturesque
whitewashed houses down to the harbour where the locals still fish using traditional
methods. In the evening, Mykonos comes alive, so live like a local and visit one of the
many restaurants and cafes that line the port. (B)

DAY 6 MYKONOS – SANTORINI Transfer to Mykonos port to board the fast ferry to
Santorini, the most spectacular of the Greek islands. On arrival you will be transferred
by private vehicle up the steep sides of the volcanic caldera to the Hotel El Greco (4
star) or Hotel Goulielmos (3 star). After settling in, enjoy a breathtaking display of your
first Santorini sunset. (B)  

DAYS 7 & 8 SANTORINI Over the next two days you have free time to explore and
discover. Formed 3,500 years ago by a massive volcanic eruption that half-submerged
the island and gave it its distinctive half-crescent shape and steep cliffs, today Santorini
is a tourist paradise. Wander the streets of Fira, a stunning cluster of white-washed
buildings perched precariously atop the cliffs, or visit nearby Oia with its breathtaking
picture-postcard views over the Aegean Sea. Santorini is an experience not to be
missed. (B)

DAY 9 SANTORINI – CRETE Transfer to Santorini port to board the fast ferry to Crete,
the birthplace of Zeus according to Greek mythology. On arrival at Heraklion port you
will be transferred to Hotel Galaxy (4 star) or Lato Boutique Hotel (3 star). (B)

DAY 10 & 11 CRETE Spend the next two days exploring many of the
highlights offered on this spectacular island. See the renowned
archaeological site of Knossos, one of the most important palaces of
Minoan civilization. Crete is undoubtedly rich in history but is equally well-
known for its beautiful scenery of lush mountainous interiors dotted with
charming villages, pink-sand beaches and sheer dramatic cliffs. Hike to
the cave where Zeus was born, swim in the warm waters of the Aegean
and indulge in the local fare at a traditional taverna. (B)

DAY 12 CRETE Transfer to Crete Airport for your flight to Athens. Your
tour concludes on arrival in Athens. (B)
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HIGHLIGHTS
• Old Town architecture, from baroque

to renaissance   

• The bridges over the Ljubljanica River

• A funicular ride to the 16th century
Ljubljana Castle

• Lake Bled, a scenic gem in the
Slovenia Alps

PRIVATE TOUR
This tour is privately guided and can be scheduled to suit your requirements.
Price is based on minimum 2 people with entrance fees paid locally. 

Ljubljana Walking Tour   Price: $82 per person
Walk from the baroque Town Hall through the Old Town to see St. Nicholas
Cathedral, the bridges over Ljubljanica River and Ribji Square, location of the oldest
house in Ljubljana. 
Departs: Daily at 10.00 Duration:  2 hours

COACH TOURS
Postojna Caves & Predjama Castle Price: $120 per person
Journey underground in Europe’s largest subterranean cave system and visit the
beautiful village of Predjama with its remarkable castle that hangs dramatically off
the cliff’s edge. 
Departs: Daily at 08.30 Duration:  7 hours

Lake Bled & Lake Bohinj     Price: $110 per person
Journey to the heart of the Julian Alps to visit scenic Bled, with its picturesque
castle and quaint island church. Continue to the lesser known but equally
beautiful, Lake Bohinj, overlooked by Slovenia’s highest peak, Mt. Triglav.     
Departs: Sat at 08.30 (Apr-Sep) Duration:  9.5 hours

* From prices are per person per night in AUD, based on twin share in low
season, and include breakfast and taxes. 

SPOTLIGHT ON LJUBLJANA
4 day TAILOR-MADE 

TOUR
Day 1:  Airport transfer and hotel check-in. 
Day 2:  Privately guided walking tour. (B)
Day 3:  Postojna Caves & Predjama Castle Tour. (B)
Day 4:  Transfer to the airport. (B)

Hotel Lev (5 star): from $580*    
Grand Hotel Union (4 star): from $643* 
City Hotel Superior (3 star): from $523* 

Inclusions: Return transfer, 3 nights accommodation,
daily breakfast (B), sightseeing as indicated, services of
a local representative
Spotlight Package available April – October every Sat,
Sun & Mon.

Mix small town friendliness, a
diversified cultural life and
baroque architecture on a 4 day
package in Ljubljana. Experience
the city’s intimate Old Town and
the Slovenian highlights of the
cave system at Postojna and
dramatic Predjama Castle.

Many more hotels available, many with instant confirmation. 
Contact Beyond Travel for details and prices.

* From prices are per person in AUD,
based on twin share in low season. 

SIGHTSEEING OUR RECOMMENDED HOTELS

TRANSFERS
Private vehicle                                                    Per vehicle (1-3 pax)
Airport – hotel transfer                                                         $102
Railway – hotel                                                                     $40
Ljubljana to Bled                                                                 $150
Ljubljana to Zagreb or vice versa                                         $375 

SLOVENIALJUBLJANA

1 HOTEL LEV HHHHH from $92*

Elegant 5-star hotel 10 minutes walk from the Old Town. Built in the 1960’s, this
large hotel has modern facilities and spacious rooms offering classic elegance
and luxury.      

2 ANTIQ PALACE HOTEL HHHH from $135*

A charming boutique hotel housed in a luxuriously renovated 16th century palatial
city residence. Walking distance to all Ljubljana attractions     

3 GRAND HOTEL UNION HHHH from $113*

Enjoying a premier location in the centre of Ljubljana, the hotel offers spacious and
comfortable rooms housed in a historical Art Nouveau building.    

4 CITY HOTEL SUPERIOR HHH from $73*

Pleasant 3 star hotel ideally located for business or leisure travellers. A large hotel
offering basic, clean and comfortable rooms, some with views to Ljubljana Castle.    
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PREDJAMA CASTLE

TAILOR-MADE



HIGHLIGHTS
• 11th century Bled Castle perched on a cliff

high above the lake

• A traditional ‘pletna’ boat trip on the lake

• Magical Lake Bled surrounded by the
Julian Alps

• Lake Bohinj and Savica waterfall, hidden
gems of the Alps

PRIVATE TOUR
This tour is privately guided and can be scheduled to suit your requirements.
Price is based on minimum 2 people with entrance fees paid locally.

Bled Tour including Bled Castle   Price: $211 per person
Your privately guided tour takes you around the lake to the 11th century castle,
perched high on a cliff overlooking the town, before a traditional “pletna” boat ride
on Lake Bled.

Departs: Daily at 10.00 Duration:  4 hours

COACH TOURS
Bohinj Valley     Price: $65 per person
Situated within the Julian Alps, Lake Bohinj is overlooked by Slovenia’s highest peak,
Mt. Triglav. See Savica Waterfall and ride to the top of Mt. Vogel for amazing alpine
scenery.

Departs: Fri at 13.30 (May-Sep)   Duration:  4.5 hours

The Julian Alps     Price: $82 per person
An excursion to the heart of the Julian Alps. Traverse Slovenia's highest mountain
pass, admire the wonders of Triglav National Park and ascend the Predil mountain
pass into Italy.    

Departs: Mon, Fri at 09.00 (May-Sep)   Duration:  9 hours

* From prices are per person per night in AUD, based on twin share in low
season, and include breakfast and taxes. 

SPOTLIGHT ON BLED
3 day TAILOR-MADE 

TOUR
Day 1:  Railway station transfer and hotel check-in. 
Day 2:  Privately guided tour of Bled including 

Bled Castle. (B)
Day 3:  Transfer to the railway station. (B)

Grand Hotel Toplice (5 star): from $572*
Hotel Park (4 star): from $474*
Hotel Astoria (3 star): from $456*

Inclusions: Return transfer, 2 nights accommodation,
daily breakfast (B), sightseeing as indicated, services of
a local representative

3 days to relax in the stunning
scenery of alpine Bled. With its
picture perfect setting,
overlooked by a medieval
castle, the lake with its quaint
church on an island has been
attracting visitors for centuries. 

Many more hotels available, many with instant confirmation. 
Contact Beyond Travel for details and prices.

* From prices are per person in AUD, based on twin share in low season. 

SIGHTSEEING OUR RECOMMENDED HOTELS

TRANSFERS
Private transfer                                                    Per vehicle (1-3 pax)
Railway – hotel                                                                      $81
Bled to Ljubljana                                                                  $150
Bled to Venice                                                                      $740

1 GRAND HOTEL TOPLICE HHHHH from $140*

On the shore of the lake with spectacular views of the castle and Julian Alps this
renovated hotel is renowned for its traditional style, pleasant ambience and
luxurious comfort.      

2 HOTEL GOLF HHHH from $110*

This quality international standard hotel in the heart of Bled with views of the lake
and castle has been completely renovated and now offers a wellness centre and
thermal pool complex.     

3 HOTEL PARK HHHH from $91*

Sister hotel to the Golf, offering similar facilities, close to the shore of Lake Bled.
The hotel has large well appointed rooms with either park or lake views.      

4 HOTEL ASTORIA HHH from $82*

Modern tourist class hotel with basic, clean and comfortable rooms, located back
from the lake in the centre of town. Good value budget option.
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HIGHLIGHTS
• The baroque feel of Zagreb’s fortified

Upper (Old) Town

• Gothic St. Mark’s Cathedral with its
recognisable tiled roof

• Twin spires of the 19th century
Cathedral of Assumption

• Picturesque open-air markets offering
delicious local cuisine

PRIVATE TOUR
This tour is privately guided. Departure time can be scheduled to suit your
requirements. Price is based on minimum 2 people.

Zagreb Walking Tour Price: $92 per person
Tour Zagreb’s fortified upper town (Old Town) with its landmarks of gothic St. Mark’s
Church, St. Catherine’s Church and the beautiful twin spires of the Cathedral of
Assumption. 

Departs: Daily at 10.00 Duration:  3 hours

COACH TOURS
Plitvice Lakes (return to Zagreb) Price: $56 per person
Plitvice Lakes (one way Zagreb to Split) Price: $289 per person
Plitvice Lakes National Park is a magical world of forests, lakes and waterfalls. Tour
the string of 16 lakes that spill into each other over foaming cascades and thundering
waterfalls.   
Departs: Daily at 07.45 (May-Sep) Duration:  12.5 hours

* From prices are per person per night in AUD, based on twin share in low
season, and include breakfast and taxes.

SPOTLIGHT ON ZAGREB
3 day TAILOR-MADE

TOUR
Day 1:  Airport transfer and hotel check-in.
Day 2:  Privately guided walking tour. (B)
Day 3:  Transfer to the airport. (B)

Esplanade Hotel (5 star): from $449*
Hotel Dubrovnik (4 star): from $357*
Hotel Jadran (3 star): from $325*

Inclusions: Return transfer, 2 nights
accommodation, daily breakfast (B), sightseeing as
indicated, services of a local representative

Medieval Zagreb is an exciting
capital city and is a fantastic
contrast to the popular
Croatian coastline. During a 3
day stay soak up its many
historical, architectural and
cultural sights before heading
to the Dalmatian Coast.

Many more hotels available, many with instant confirmation. 
Contact Beyond Travel for details and prices.

* From prices are per person in AUD, based on
twin share in low season. 

SIGHTSEEING OUR RECOMMENDED HOTELS

TRANSFERS
Private vehicle                                                    Per vehicle (1-3 pax)

Airport to hotel or vice versa                                                $73
Railway to hotel or vice versa                                               $50
Zagreb to Plitvice                                                                $423
Zagreb to Ljubljana                                                             $375

1 ESPLANADE HOTEL HHHHH from $142*

Iconic, luxury hotel offering the ultimate in service and modern amenities in the
heart of the city. Spacious rooms, well designed in a classical style.     

2 PALACE HOTEL HHHH from $114*

First class property, in an Art-Deco palace, in the very centre of the city. The hotel
blends tradition and modern facilities to create a warm, inviting atmosphere.
Weekend rates may be available.   

3 BEST WESTERN PREMIER HOTEL ASTORIA HHHH from $104*

Centrally located, refurbished hotel offering first class facilities and warm and
friendly service. Elegant, traditionally furnished rooms with modern amenities are
a feature of the hotel. Weekend rates may be available. 

4 HOTEL DUBROVNIK HHHH from $96*

This hotel has maintained a rich tradition of hospitality since 1929 and is perfectly
located on the main market square. Features spacious luxury rooms designed for
maximum comfort. Weekend rates may be available.   

5 HOTEL JADRAN HHH from $80*

Situated in the heart of Zagreb, this recently refurbished property offers comfort,
atmosphere and a unique charm. Its 49 rooms over 6 floors all have modern decor
and furnishings. Weekend rates may be available.
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January 2018

CROATIAZAGREB

TAILOR-MADE



HIGHLIGHTS
• The 3rd century Diocletian’s Palace,

Split’s living heart 

• Roman ruins, medieval architecture and a
Mediterranean atmosphere

• The bustling waterfront, where the world
never stops

• A day trip to the islands of Brac or Hvar
by catamaran

PRIVATE TOURS
This tour is privately guided and can be scheduled to suit your requirements. Price
is based on minimum 2 people with entrance fees paid locally.

Split Walking Tour Price: $108 per person
Explore the city that has evolved from the ruins of Emperor Diocletian’s Palace. Discover
many Romanesque and Gothic structures including the Peristyle and Temple of Jupiter. 
Departs: Daily at 10.00 Duration:  2 hours

COACH TOURS
Plitvice Lakes (return to Split) Price: $200 per person
Plitvice Lakes (one way Split to Zagreb)   Price: $289 per person
Plitvice Lakes National Park is a magical world of forests, lakes and waterfalls. Tour the
string of 16 lakes that spill into each other over foaming cascades and thundering
waterfalls.
Departs: Mon, Wed, Fri at 07.45 (15-30 Apr & 1-30 Oct return only)    

Daily at 07.45 (May-Sep return and one way) Duration:  12.5 hours

* From prices are per person per night in AUD, based on twin share in low season, and
include breakfast and taxes.

SPOTLIGHT ON SPLIT
3 day TAILOR-MADE

TOUR
Day 1:  Airport transfer and hotel check-in. 
Day 2:  Privately guided walking tour. (B)
Day 3:  Transfer to the airport. (B)

Hotel Atruim (5 star): from $428*    
Hotel Luxe (4 star): from $383* 
Hotel Slavija (3 star): from $376* 

Inclusions: Return transfer, 2 nights accommodation,
daily breakfast (B), sightseeing as indicated, services
of a local representative

Explore the historic heart of
Croatia’s Dalmatian Coast
during a 3 day stay. Split’s Old
Town, centred on the Roman
Diocletian’s Palace is a
treasure trove of Romanesque
and Gothic architecture, with
many gems such as the
Temple of Jupiter.

* From prices are per person in AUD, based on
twin share in low season. 

SIGHTSEEING OUR RECOMMENDED HOTELS

TRANSFERS
Private vehicle                                                   Per vehicle (1-3 pax)
Airport to Hotel or vice versa                                               $84
Railway Station or Port to Hotel or vice versa                      $54
Split to Plitvice Lakes or vice versa                                    $759

1 HOTEL ATRIUM HHHHH from $118*
Deluxe, contemporarily designed hotel located 15 minutes walk from the port
and Diocletian’s Palace. Beautifully designed, spacious rooms make for a
pleasant stay.

2 JUPITER HERITAGE HOTEL HHHH from $95*
Small, boutique hotel in the heart of Diocletian’s Palace, beautifully renovated
to preserve the original architecture. Spacious rooms are luxuriously appointed
with modern amenities.      

3 HOTEL LUXE HHHH from $86*
Fashionable, boutique hotel offering state of the art luxury just 400 metres from
Diocletian’s Palace. The hotel offers very spacious, comfortable rooms.    

4 HOTEL PERISTIL HHH from $123*
Charming, small hotel located just a few steps from the entrance to the
Diocletian’s Palace. Rooms are well appointed and some feature sections of
the 1,700 year old city walls.    

5 HOTEL SLAVIJA HHH from $92*
Superbly located property known for its quality customer service. This historical
building features bright and comfortable rooms, most with balconies offering
Split views.    
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Sightseeing and transfer prices based on 2017 – prices for 2018 will be
available January 2018

4 days 
from $1,030 per person

CROATIASPLIT

TAILOR-MADE

This is a great solution for clients looking
to get from Venice to Croatia to begin a
cruise in Split. Along the way explore
Opatija and the famous Plitvice Lakes.

Departs: Wed (Apr-Oct)

VENICE TO SPLIT
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SPOTLIGHT ON
DUBROVNIK

SIGHTSEEING

4 day TAILOR-MADE TOUR

Discover a treasure trove of medieval architecture and a city that is
buzzing with energy on this 4 day package. Dubrovnik is a must on any
visit to Croatia and this package gives you the time to soak up its
magical atmosphere.

Day 1: Airport transfer and hotel check-in.
Day 2: Privately guided Dubrovnik Walking Tour. (B)
Day 3: Free day to further explore before a Karaka Sunset and 

Dinner cruise. (B) 
Day 4: Transfer to the airport. (B)

Hotel Excelsior (5 star): from $638*
Hotel Neptun (4 star): from $518*
Hotel Lero (3 star): from $545*

Inclusions: Return transfer, 3 nights accommodation, daily breakfast (B),
sightseeing as indicated, services of a local representative

* From prices are per person in AUD, based on twin share in low season. 

PRIVATE TOURS
These tours are privately guided. Times can be scheduled to suit your requirements.
Prices are based on minimum 2 people with entrance fees paid locally.

Dubrovnik Walking Tour  Price: $114 per person
Discover the many wonderful attractions of Dubrovnik’s Old Town including the
Rector’s Palace, Onofrio’s Fountain, Orlando’s Column, Dominican and
Franciscan Monasteries.   
Departs: Daily at 10.00 Duration:  2 hours

WALKING TOURS
Discover Dubrovnik Walk Price: $27 per person
Explore the stunning architecture and history of this beautiful city. Witness
Dubrovnik's rich history and discover its magnificent buildings, palaces and
treasures.    
Departs: Daily at 10.00, 12.00 (15 Mar – 30 Apr)  Duration:  1 hour

10.00, 12.00, 13.30, 17.00 & 18.30 (May-Oct)

Game of Thrones Price: $53 per person
A must for all 'Game of Thrones' fans. A walking tour of the Old Town and the
Lovrijenac Fortress to visit locations where scenes from the hit television series
were filmed!       
Departs: Daily at 11.00 & 16.30 (Apr-Oct) Duration:  2 hours

COACH TOURS
Mostar Price: $103 per person
Mostar has survived through centuries of varied cultures. Learn the history of the
restored ‘Old Bridge’ and visit the old bazaar and the 350 year-old turkish house.       
Departs: Mon, Thu & Sat at 08.00 (May-Oct) Duration:  10.5 Hours

Montenegro Price: $111 per person
Visit the numerous small towns, full of history and nautical tradition, which line
the beautiful Bay of Kotor. Also visit the 14th century walled town of Budva.        
Departs: Daily at 07.30 (May-Oct) Duration:  11 Hours

Complete Game of Thrones Price: $150 per person
All the Dubrovnik filming locations visited: the Old Town (Kings Landing),
Lovrijenac Fortress (Purple Wedding), the island of Lokrum (Qarth) and the Trsteno
Arboretum (the Red Keep gardens).        
Departs: Thu & Sun at 10.00 (May-Sep) Duration:  8 Hours

CROATIADUBROVNIK

DUBROVNIK PORT

TAILOR-MADE
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CRUISES
Elaphite Island Karaka Cruise Price: $115 per person
Cruise the beautiful Elaphite Islands aboard a magnificent replica of a traditional
merchant ship. Plenty of time is given over to swimming and discovery of these
picturesque islands.        
Departs: Mon, Wed & Fri at 08.30 (May-Oct) Duration:  9 Hours

Karaka Sunset Dinner Cruise Price: $104 per person
Enjoy dinner and a sunset cruise along Dubrovnik's city walls aboard the Karaka, a
magnificent replica of a 16th century Dubrovnik Republic traditional merchant ship.        
Departs: Mon, Wed & Fri at 19.00 (May-Sep) Duration:  2.5 Hour

TRANSFERS
Private vehicle                                                      Per vehicle (1-3 pax)
Airport to Hotel or vice versa                                                  $75
Ferry or Bus Terminal to Hotel or vice versa                            $52
Dubrovnik to Split or vice versa                                             $668
Dubrovnik to Mostar (Bosnia) or vice versa                            $465
Dubrovnik to Kotor (Montenegro) or vice versa                      $390 

GRUZ
HARBOUR

1
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8

4
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* From prices are per person per night in AUD, based on twin share in low season, and
include breakfast and taxes. 

Many more hotels and apartments available, many with instant
confirmation. Contact Beyond Travel for details and prices.

OUR RECOMMENDED HOTELS
1 HOTEL EXCELSIOR HHHHH (Minimum 2 Nights) from $151*
A luxury hotel, in an unbeatable position overlooking the Adriatic. Established in
1913 this hotel has a tradition of outstanding service, quality accommodation and
a personal touch.       

2 HOTEL MORE HHHHH from $118*
Exclusive, boutique hotel overlooking the Bay of Lapad, a short bus ride from the
Old Town. Luxuriously appointed rooms with all modern conveniences offer sea
or park views.     

3 HOTEL DUBROVNIK PALACE HHHH from $112*
One of the city’s best resort hotels, in an excellent position at the end of the Lapad
Peninsula. The hotel’s cascading architecture allows all rooms to have sea views.     

4 HOTEL LAPAD HHHH (Minimum 3 Nights) from $97*
Charming historical hotel in a quiet location overlooking Gruz Harbour. Combining
traditional values and modern service the hotel offers luxuriously furnished rooms
with all modern conveniences.     

5 HOTEL NEPTUN HHHH from $75*
First class beachfront hotel located on the Babin Kuk peninsula. All modern
facilities are provided in the resort and the simply furnished air conditioned rooms
offer sea views.    

6 HOTEL LERO HHHH from $76*
Ideally located only 1 kilometre from the Old Town and close to the beach, the
Hotel Lero offers modern facilities and spacious rooms. A Beyond Travel favourite.     

7 GRAND HOTEL PARK HHHH from $73*
First class design hotel in the centre of Lapad peninsula, close to the beach. Italian
styling and interior design are the hallmark of the spacious and well appointed rooms. 

8 HOTEL PERLA HHH from $76*
A great value option for Dubrovnik, offering modern and comfortable rooms. An
ideal location in the heart of the pedestrian parkway in the lovely Lapad Bay, just
a short bus ride to the Old Town.     

HIGHLIGHTS

• Wandering the beautifully
preserved 13th century Old Town 

• The medieval city walls that
surround the Old Town

• Exploring the city’s many palaces,
squares and museums

• Relax and watch the world go by
at a café along the Stradun

• A sunset cruise through the
islands and along the city walls

AIRPORT
22 kms

Sightseeing and transfer prices based on 2017 –  prices for 2018 will be available
January 2018

DUBROVNIK “OLD TOWN”
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CROATIAN ISLANDS

HVAR
CROATIAN ISLANDS

KORCULA

PLITVICE LAKES
CROATIAN MAINLAND

ROVINJ
CROATIAN MAINLAND

AMFORA HAVR GRAND BEACH RESORT HHHH (Minimum 2 Nights) from $89*

Self-contained resort hotel located a 10 minute walk to the centre of Hvar Town.
The hotel offers modern styled rooms with views of the Pakleni Islands. 

HOTEL PALACE HHHHH (Minimum 2 Nights) from $118*

Hvar’s oldest hotel, centrally located with views of the piazza and the sea. This
small hotel offers charm and character surrounded by gothic and renaissance
architecture.  

HOTEL KORSAL HHHH from $146*

A lovely family-run hotel blending natural elements with modern décor. Perfectly
located in the pedestrian only zone of this historic city. 

HOTEL MARCO POLO HHHH from $89*

Resort hotel overlooking Korcula Town, about 10 minutes walk away. This hotel,
the best in Korcula, offers a wide range of facilities and renovated rooms with park
or sea views. 

HOTEL JEZERO HHH from $70*

Large hotel, ideally located close to the entrance to the National Park. The hotel
offers clean and comfortable rooms and a wide range of facilities to compliment
your stay.

ETHNO HOUSE PLITVICE SELO HHHH from $119*

This charming family-run resort creates a cosy atmosphere using natural materials,
vintage-style handmade furniture and rich fabrics. A perfect location, just steps
away from the Big Waterfall, National Park Entrance and Lake Kozjak.

CASA GARZOTTO HHHH (Minimum 2 Nights) from $109*

A boutique hotel located in the heart of Rovinj, a perfect base for your stay in Istria.
Authentically restored in the historical medieval style typical of this area, the small
property offers classic styling, exposed beams and traditional furniture.

HOTEL EDEN HHHH from $85*

A resort-style hotel just minutes away from Rovinj’s Old Town in a peaceful location
overlooking the sea and surrounded by forest. Each elegant room features classic
décor, modern facilities and balconies.
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HIGHLIGHTS
• The old quarter of Sultanhamet, full of history

• Topkapi Palace, home to the Ottoman empire

• Towering minarets and blue tile décor of the 
Blue Mosque

• 6th century Hagia Sophia, dominating the
city skyline

• Shopping for souvenirs in the labyrinth of the
Grand Bazaar

* From prices are per person per night in AUD, based on twin share in low
season, and include breakfast and taxes. 

SPOTLIGHT ON ISTANBUL
4 day TAILOR-MADE

TOUR
Day 1: Airport transfer and hotel check-in. 
Day 2: Full Day Classic Istanbul City Tour. (B)
Day 3: Istanbul by Night tour. (B, D)
Day 4: Transfer to the airport. (B)

Eresin Crowne Hotel (5 star): from $691*
Hotel Kent (4 star): from $517*
Hotel Faros (3 star): from $610* 

Inclusions: Return transfer, 3 nights accommodation,
daily breakfast (B), sightseeing and dinner (D) as
indicated, services of a local representative

Enjoy a visit to the Turkish
capital, staying in the heart of
the Old Town. Discover the
history and vibrancy of a city
that has survived the Byzantine,
Roman and Ottoman Empire and
still entices the visitor to this day.

* From prices are per person in AUD, based on twin share in low season. 

SIGHTSEEING OUR RECOMMENDED HOTELS
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COACH TOURS
Classic Istanbul Tour Price: $109 per person
Full Day Tour Istanbul’s Old Town featuring such iconic sights as the Blue Mosque,
Hagia Sophia (closed Monday), Topkapi Palace (closed Tuesday), Hippodrome and
the Grand Bazaar (closed Sunday). 

Departs: Daily at 09.00 Duration:  8 hours

Bosphorous Cruise Price: $65 per person
Wander through the spice market (closed Sunday) before a cruise on the
Bosphorus Strait separating Europe and Asia. Pass palaces and mansions of the
Ottomans including Dolmabache Palace.

Departs: Daily at 09.00 Duration:  4 hours

Istanbul By Night Price: $136 per person
Take a drive through the illuminated city to an exclusive nightclub for a spectacular
folklore show of belly dancing and folk music from around Turkey. Dinner with
one drink is included.     

Departs: Daily at 19.30 Duration:  4 hours

Gallipoli In One Day Price: $210 per person
Depart Istanbul for the battlefields of Gallipoli. Visit Anzac Cove, Lone Pine Cemetery,
The Nek, Chunuk Bair and the New Zealand Memorial. Lunch is included. 

Departs: Daily at 06.30 Duration:  18 hours

TRANSFERS
Private vehicle                                                               Per vehicle (1-2 pax)
Ataturk Airport to Hotel or vice versa                                              $98
Sabiha Gokcen Airport to Hotel or vice versa                                $167 
Pier to Hotel or vice versa                                                               $98

Shuttle Transfers
Ataturk Airport to Hotel or vice versa                                              $32
Pier to Hotel or vice versa                                                               $32

1 ERESIN CROWNE HOTEL HHHHH (Character Property) from $116*

Stunning boutique hotel just below the Hippodrome and Blue Mosque. A feature
of the hotel is its fabulous roof terrace and museum piece antiquities located
around the hotel.

2 HOTEL SULTAHAN HHHH (Character Property) from 167*

Small boutique hotel located just 200 metres from the Blue Mosque. A former
Ottoman Mansion this 4 star property is richly decorated in traditional Turkish style.
A Beyond Travel favourite!

3 HOTEL KENT HHHH from $58*

Ideally situated in the Old Town, just minutes from the Grand Bazaar, this modern
property is a good value affordable choice for the traveler.    

4 YASMAK SULTAN HOTEL HHHH from $50*

Charming, recently renovated, stylish hotel located in the heart of Sultanhamet.
Combines Turkish hospitality with modern amenities to ensure a perfect stay. 

5  FAROS HOTEL HHH (Character Property) from $89*

Location can’t be beaten at this affordable 3 star hotel which combines historic
Istanbul with a modern environment. A feature of the hotel is its popular restaurant
at street level. 

TURKEYISTANBUL

TAILOR-MADE



HIGHLIGHTS
• Walking this ancient city steeped in history

and the birthplace of democracy

• The Parthenon, proudly overlooking the city
from the top of the Acropolis hill

• The charm and bustle of the Plaka district

• Delphi’s Temple of Apollo, ancient Mycenae
and the sanctuary of Epidaurus, all an easy
day trip from the Greek capital

COACH TOURS
Athens City Tour Including Acropolis Museum Price: $137 per person
Combine an Athens city tour with the New Acropolis Museum, where numerous
classical ancient artefacts are displayed in a way that replicates the famous
Acropolis hill.  
Departs: Daily at 08.45 Duration:  5 hours

Delphi Price: $185 per person
Surrounded by spectacular mountain scenery, Delphi was one of the most
revered sites of the ancient world. Explore the Temple of Apollo, amphitheatre,
stadium and museum.
Departs: Daily at 08.45 (Apr-Oct) Duration:  10 hours

Wed, Fri at 08.45 (Jan-Mar & Nov-Dec)

A Night Out in Athens Price: $115 per person
A short sightseeing tour showcases Athens illuminated at night before a walk
through the picturesque streets of Plaka to a typical Greek tavern for dinner and
lively folklore show.  
Departs: Tue, Wed, Thu & Sat at 20.15 (Apr-Oct) Duration:  4 hours

Sat at 20.15 (Jan-Mar & Nov-Dec)

* From prices are per person per night in AUD, based on twin share in low
season, and include breakfast and taxes. 

SPOTLIGHT ON ATHENS
4 day TAILOR-MADE TOUR Day 1: Airport transfer and hotel check-in. 

Day 2: Athens Sightseeing Tour including the 
Acropolis Museum. (B)

Day 3: Delphi tour. (B,L)
Day 4: Transfer to the airport. (B)

Electra Palace Hotel (5 star): from $923*
Amalia Athens Hotel (4 star): from $725*
Hotel Phillipos (3 star): from $677* 

Explore this ancient city with over
3,500 years of history during a 4 day
stay. Discover the city’s famous sites,
including the Parthenon atop the
Acropolis, and also ancient Delphi
intrinsically linked to ancient Greek
history and legend.   

Many more hotels available, many with instant confirmation. 
Contact Beyond Travel for details and prices.

* From prices are per person in AUD,
based on twin share in low season. 

SIGHTSEEING OUR RECOMMENDED HOTELS

TRANSFERS
Private vehicle                                                      Per vehicle (1-2 pax)
Airport to Hotel or vice versa                                                $130
Port (Marina Zea/Piraeus) to Hotel or vice versa                     $74
Port (Marina Zea/Piraeus) to Airport or vice versa                 $152

1 ELECTRA PALACE HOTEL HHHH from $157*
Luxury hotel offering stylish rooms with modern amenities, great service and
stunning Acropolis views from the roof terrace. Centrally located in the Plaka
district.

2 DIVANI PALACE ACROPOLIS HOTEL HHHH from $129*
Within a stone’s throw of the Acropolis, this modern property, features stylishly
furnished, well equipped rooms complimented with contemporary facilities.  

3 ELECTRA HOTEL HHHH from $120*
Stylish, comfortable rooms richly furnished in warm, elegant shades are the
hallmark of this first class hotel located on the most fashionable shopping street
in the heart of Athens.

4 AMALIA ATHENS HOTEL HHHH from $91*
Quality property, located close to Syntagma Square, exuding modern ambience.
Spacious, well appointed guest rooms feature all the necessary amenities for a
comfortable stay.   

5 HOTEL PHILLIPPOS HHH from $75*

Tourist class sister property to the Herodion Hotel, located in the same area close
to the Plaka district. A small hotel offering spacious, basic rooms. Great Value!
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Inclusions: Return transfer, 3 nights
accommodation, daily breakfast (B), sightseeing
as indicated, services of a local representative

GREEK ISLAND FERRY SERVICES
Service Duration (Hours)                 Price

Hydrofoil / Ferry        Hydrofoil / Ferry

Athens (Piraeus) - Mykonos 2.5 / 4.5                    $147 / $112
Athens (Piraeus) - Santorini 5 / 5.5                     $163 / $122
Athens (Piraeus) - Paros 3 / 4                       $136 / $105
Mykonos – Santorini 2 / N/A                      $161 / N/A
Mykonos – Heraklion (Crete) 4.5 / N/A                    $221 / N/A
Paros – Santorini 1.75 / 2.5                    $122 / $65
Paros – Heraklion (Crete) 4 / N/A                      $180 / N/A
Santorini – Heraklion (Crete) 1.75 / N/A                   $165 / N/A

*Ferry tickets available in conjunction with hotels only.

GREECEATHENS

TAILOR-MADE



HOTEL SANTORINI PALACE HHHH from $90*
Superior, renovated property combining Cycladic architecture and resort facilities
located a short walk from Fira Town.  

HOTEL ASTIR THIRA HHH from $73*
Small, family run hotel with spectacular caldera and sunset views. The hotel offers
affordable, comfortable accommodation in a great location. 

49info@beyondtravel.com.au  • www.beyondtravel.com.au

CLASSICAL TOUR &
METEORA

DAY 1 ATHENS – MYCENAE – OLYMPIA Depart along the coast to the
Corinth Canal. After a short stop, continue to the ancient Theatre of Epidaurus,
renowned for its incredible acoustics and then on to Mycenae, one of the earliest
Greek civilisations and the Tomb of Agamemnon. Continue through the Central
Peloponnese to Olympia, birthplace of the Olympic Games. (D)

DAY 2 OLYMPIA – DELPHI Tour Olympia to visit the first Olympic stadium,
Temple of Hera, Temple of Zeus and Olympia Museum. In the afternoon drive
across the plains of Iliad and Achaia and cross over the Corinthian Bay. (B, D) 

DAY 3 DELPHI – KALAMBAKA On a guided tour of Delphi, explore the Temple
of Apollo, amphitheatre, stadium and Museum of Delphi. Then depart through
central Greece to the astonishing gigantic rocks of Meteora. (B, D) 

DAY 4 KALAMBAKA – ATHENS Visit Meteora, which means "suspended in
the air." Perched high on sandstone pillars, are six 14th century Greek Orthodox
monasteries. The largest, the Great Meteoron, houses a museum full of religious
artefacts, Byzantine art, frescoes and icons. Return to Athens arriving in the
evening. (B)

*From prices are per person per night in AUD, based on twin share in low season, and include breakfast and taxes.

DELPHI

GREEK ISLANDSSANTORINI

HOTEL PORTO MYKONOS HHHH from $102*
Just a short stroll from the centre of Mykonos Town, this chic, modern hotel with
typical Cycladic design, has a lovely position overlooking the harbour. 

HOTEL KAMARI HHH from $84*
With a traditional design and personalised service, this charming hotel is located
in Platis Gialos. Well-designed, bright rooms offer comfortable accommodation
and a relaxed stay.

HOTEL PAROS AGNANTI HHHH from $93*
Situated just metres from the beach providing a peaceful sanctuary and excellent
facilities. Rooms are decorated in a traditional and elegant style with sea views
from a private balcony. 

HOTEL POLOS HHH from $53*
This small, inexpensive hotel is just a short walk from the main port Livadia.
Spacious rooms are clean and comfortable guaranteeing guests a pleasant stay.

GREEK ISLANDSMYKONOS GREEK ISLANDSPAROS

HOTEL GALAXY HHHH from $93*
Quality property in Heraklion located within walking distance of the city centre. The
hotel is elegantly designed highlighted by luxurious furniture and lavish facilities.   

HOTEL LATO BOUTIQUE HHH from $75*
Boutique hotel in Heraklion with great views of the Venetian Fortress and old city
harbour. A warm and welcoming hotel well known for its Cretan hospitality.

GREEK ISLANDSCRETE

2018 GUARANTEED DEPARTURES
                                                                       Per Person           Single
                                                                         Twin Share       Supplement
Apr-Oct: Mon, Tue & Sat and select Thu           

1,040                    235Nov-Mar: Mon

INCLUSIONS

• Escorted by multilingual tour guide
• 4 star hotel accommodation
• Meals as specified
• Guided tours: Mycenae, Olympia, Delphi and Meteora 
• Transportation by air-conditioned coach
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Getting Around – Ferry & Car Hire

ITALY

MONTENEGRO

BOSNIA &
HERZEGOVINA

SERBIA

ALBANIA
Bari •

•

ADRIATIC
SEA

CROATIA

•Split
Hvar•
Korcula•

Mljet• •

•

Ancona

Dubrovnik

Zadar

CROATIA – ITALY FERRY SERVICES

Beyond Travel is proud to partner with JADROLINIJA Croatian Ferries as their
recognised General Sales Agent in Australia and New Zealand.

JADROLINIJA is Croatia’s largest ferry company and operates modern ferries
connecting Croatia with Italy on the following routes:

Dubrovnik to Bari
Split to Ancona  
Zadar to Ancona

JADROLINIJA ferry is the simplest and most relaxing way to travel between Croatia
and Italy. Cabins are functional yet comfortable with many featuring sea-views and
private en-suite bathrooms and all include breakfast. 

Note: These ferry services, especially during the high season of July and August,
are very popular, so BOOK EARLY to avoid disappointment!    

CAR HIRE
The most convenient way to travel around Croatia and Slovenia is to hire a car and discover
these fascinating countries at your own pace. Both countries have comprehensive road
systems linking the major towns and cities, as well as ferry services to a myriad of islands.
Main roads are well maintained, with tolls required on most motorways. Speed limits are in
line with central Europe, and you will find that petrol is readily available.  

SAMPLE FERRY SCHEDULES

         Departure                            Arrival                             Schedule
   City               Time         City                 Time         

DUBROVNIK – BARI  (Operates Late March to Late October)
                                                                                          2 services per week in the low-
     Dubrovnik    22.00          Bari                08.00+1       season rising to 6 services 
                                                                                          per week in the high-season*
     

                      12.00                                   19.30
         Up to 5 services per week in 

                                                                                          the high-season* only
                                                                                         2 services per week in the low-
     Bari               22.00          Dubrovnik     08.00+1       season rising to 6 services 
                                                                                          per week in the high season*
                           

12.00                                   19.30
         Up to 5 services per week in 

                                                                                          the high-season* only
SPLIT – ANCONA SCHEDULES (Operates All Year)
                                                                                          2 services per week in each 
                                                                                          direction in the low-season      Split               20.00          Ancona          07.00+1

       rising to 5 services per week in 
                                                                                          each direction in the high      Ancona         20.00          Split               07.00+1

       season*
ZADAR – ANCONA SCHEDULES (Operates June to September)
                                                                                         2 services per week in the low-
     Zadar            22.00          Ancona          07.00+1       season rising to 5 services 
                                                                                          per week in the high-season*
                           

11.30                                   18.00
         Up to 5 services per week in 

                                                                                          the high-season* only
                                                                                         2 services per week in the low-
     Ancona         22.00          Zadar             07.00+1       season rising to 5 services 
                                                                                          per week in the high-season*
     

                      12.30                                   18.30
         Up to 2 services per week in 

                                                                                          the high-season* only

*July-August 

SAMPLE FARES

SPLIT – ANCONA / ZADAR – ANCONA / DUBROVNIK - BARI
                                                            1 Jan – 27 Jul       28 Jul –          Weekends 
                                                          28 Aug – 31 Dec      27 Aug            Fri – Sun 
CATEGORY                                        CABIN TYPE                            28 Jul – 27 Aug
A2             Outside Cabin (2 berth)          170                  195                  216
AB2           Inside Cabin (2 berth)             162                  180                  200
B2             Outside Cabin (2 berth)          155                  171                  191
BB2          Inside Cabin (2 berth)             155                  170                  190

All fares are per person, one way in either direction and include port taxes. 
All cabins are equipped with private facilities. Cabin categories A2 and AB2, also have a shower. 
Cabins for single use fares are available upon request. 

From                    To                                     Distance Approx Driving Times

Dubrovnik               Split                                  220 km 4 hours
Split                        Trogir                                30 km 45 minutes
                              Zadar                                160 km 2.5 hours
                              Plitvice Lakes                    260 km 3 hours
                              Opatija                              430 km 4.5 hours
                              Zagreb                              410 km 4.5 hours
Zagreb                    Plitvice Lakes                    140 km 2 hours
                              Opatija                              175 km 2.5 hours
                              Ljubljana                           150 km 2 hours
                              Bled                                  200 km 2.5 hours
Trogir                      Zadar                                150 km 2 hours
Zadar                     Plitvice Lakes                    135 km 2 hours
Opatija                    Plitvice Lakes                    220 km 3 hours
                              Bled                                  175 km 2.5 hours
                              Ljubljana                           115 km 2 hours
Ljubljana                 Bled                                  60 km 45 minutes

DRIVING DISTANCES

RENTAL RATES INCLUDE:
Unlimited kilometres, Collision Damage Waiver (CDW), Theft Protection (TP), Third Party
Insurance (TI), Airport and city surcharges, VAT and taxes (where applicable) 

SAMPLE PRICES
Prices listed below are indicated per vehicle per day and are applicable all year, except 1 June
- 30 September when surcharges apply. Please contact Beyond Travel for rates during this
period, as well as additional car categories and further details relevant to your rental.  

CROATIA & SLOVENIA
Category  Make / Model                             1-2 Days   3-5 Days   6-7 Days   8+ Days
                  (or Similar)                                   Per day     Per day      Weekly     Per day

EDMR        Volkswagen Polo 1.2 (5 door)             87              70             334            48
CDMR        Opel Astra 1.7 (5 door)                      122             99             468            65
IDAR           Opel Zafira 1.9 Automatic (5 door)     170            136            678            99

*** IMPORTANT: Minimum age of driver for most vehicles is 21. Drivers must have held a driving
license for a least one or two years (varies between countries). A valid Australian drivers license
is accepted in most countries, although some exceptions apply. Cross border restrictions and
one-way rental fees are applicable. As regulations vary from one country to another, please
ask your consultant upon booking for all corresponding rules and conditions ***

At the time of going to brochure printing, 2018 schedules and prices were unavailable.
We have included 2017 schedules and prices as a guide for planning your journey.

Ferry schedules change frequently. For the latest
schedules and cabin fares please contact Beyond Travel.
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BROCHURE VALIDITY, PRICES & GST
This brochure is valid from 1 January – 31 December 2018,
unless withdrawn or substituted earlier. 

All prices stated in this brochure are in AUD and based on
tariffs and exchange rates as at 31 October 2017. Prices are
dynamic and subject to change without notice in the event of
fluctuations in exchange rates or increases in airfares or
supplier costs outside the control of Beyond Travel. However,
no surcharges will apply once final payment has been
received except in the case of government charges or taxes.
Most overseas products featured in this brochure are exempt
from a Goods and Services Tax. However, due to legislation,
GST is applicable on all domestic services provided, such as
cancellations, amendments, visa processing, etc.

HOW TO BOOK
To book any service in this brochure, please contact
Beyond Travel or your preferred travel agent.

DEPOSITS & BALANCE DUE
To secure a booking, the following non-refundable deposits
will be required for all services within 7 days upon receipt
of a confirmation invoice:
Cruises on pages 28-29 and 32-33: 25%
All other Cruises: 20%
Tours on pages 18-19: 20%
All other tours and services: 10%*

*Minimum deposit is $100 per booking.

Final payment is due 90 days before the commencement of
your travel arrangements.

PAYMENT
Payments may be made by cheque, direct deposit or credit
card: Visa, MasterCard, American Express. A merchant fee
of 1.4% for Visa and MasterCard and 2% for American
Express. Credit Card fees inclusive of GST. 

For direct deposits, please transfer payment to the following
bank accounts and email transaction record along with your
booking reference number to info@beyondtravel.com.au:

Australia CBA - Clarence & King Street Branch, Sydney
BSB: 062-032 Account: 1016 8338
Account Name: Beyond Travel Group Pty Ltd Client
Account

New Zealand ANZ - 15 Mercari Way, Auckland
BSB: 010-277 Account: 0157342-00
Account Name: Beyond Travel Group Pty Ltd

Travel agents:
Smartmoney (code: RBSYD) – Australia Only
Paymentgate (code: AARU) – Australia & New Zealand
Enett (code: 200262) – Australia
Enett (code: 300478) – New Zealand

SERVICE FEES, CANCELLATIONS & REFUNDS
Minimum booking fee: $55 will be charged for bookings
valued at less than $500.

Amendments: one amendment will be provided free of
charge; further amendments may incur a service fee of $55.

Cancellations: prior to commencement of the cancelled
service, the following cancellation fees will apply, unless
otherwise advised:

61+ days Loss of deposit
60-40 days 50% fee
39-30 days 75% fee
29-0 days 100% fee

Note: free cancellation (within 7 days) does not apply on
tours or cruises with last seat/cabin availability.

Visa support documentation, and rail, coach and theatre
tickets are non-refundable once issued or purchased.
Airline tickets and rail passes which have been issued are
subject to cancellation fees imposed by the airline or rail
company.

Refunds: no refund is available for cancellations once travel
arrangements have commenced, or “no-shows” due to
personal negligence or choice. Beyond Travel does not
authorise any overseas supplier or hotel to promise refunds
on our behalf. All claims for refunds or reimbursements
must be received in writing within 3 weeks from the date
the service was provided.

Special Itineraries: the territory we cover is vast, and we
often receive requests for special itineraries requiring

extensive research which may require a non-refundable
service fee of $220 to cover time and communication costs.
Should our quote be accepted, this fee will then be credited
towards the cost of the tour or other services booked with
Beyond Travel. 

Above payment, service and cancellation fees are inclusive
of GST.

EARLY BIRD DISCOUNTS
Discounts apply to bookings either deposited or paid in full
by the dates indicated. Savings amounts will vary by cabin
type and season. Featured savings are total per couple;
great value early bird discounts are also available for solo
travellers. Early bird specials on pages 18, 19 and 26 are
valid for departure in Mar, Apr, May, Jun, Aug and Oct only.
Early bird specials on pages 14, 15, 16, 17, 22 and 27
require deposit by 29 Dec 17 and full payment by 28 Feb
18. Please contact Beyond Travel for further details. 

DISCOVER MORE TRAVEL VOUCHERS
Travel Vouchers can be applied to any additional Beyond
Travel services featured in any of our 2018 brochures.
Voucher amounts vary by tour, and solo travellers receive
50% of the per couple amount. Vouchers expire 31
December 2018; services must be booked and outstanding
payments made by this date. Discover More Travel Vouchers
are not combinable with any other offer, are invalid if the tour
for which it was issued is cancelled, and have no cash value.
Refunds can not be issued on unused amounts.

SPECIAL JOURNEY SOLO TRAVELLER CLUB
Our Solo Traveller Club is a Beyond Travel initiative
designed to match solo travellers on our 2018 Special
Journey tour series who are willing to share twin
accommodation, saving on single supplements and offering
an opportunity for companionship whilst travelling. Only
travellers of the same gender will be matched and there are
no guarantees that a match will be suitable or possible; if
we are unable to find a match, single supplements will
apply. To join, please complete the registration form
available from our office or website and return it to Beyond
Travel or your preferred travel agent. Special booking and
payment conditions apply. Detailed conditions are outlined
on the registration, and submission of the form is deemed
consent to these terms. 

TOUR / CRUISE CANCELLATION
Beyond Travel and its principals reserve the right to cancel
any tour up to 4 weeks before departure. Should a tour be
cancelled, alternative arrangements of as close a standard
as practicable will be recommended:- however if a suitable
alternative is not found, a full refund will be offered. Should
you accept an alternative that is at a cheaper price, we will
refund the difference. Once a suitable alternative has been
offered or the fare has been refunded, Beyond Travel accept
no further liability.

1a: GUARANTEED DEPARTURE TOUR/CRUISE – In the
unlikely event that a >>Guaranteed Departures<< tour must
be cancelled for reasons beyond the operator’s control,
alternative arrangements will be offered of similar standard or
a full refund of the tour/cruise.

1b: GUARANTEED CRUISES ON SMALL SHIPS BEING
CONSTRUCTED FOR THE 2018 SEASON –
Where a cruise is offered on a vessel currently under
construction for the 2018 season it is the intention of Beyond
Travel and its principals to supply the cruise on the vessel as
advertised. In the unlikely event that the cruise is cancelled
due to issues surrounding the construction of the new vessel
or otherwise out of the reasonable control of Beyond Travel,
every passenger who has paid either a deposit or full
payment will be offered a suitable alternative or Beyond
Travel shall refund the full amount of the fare received.

SHIP, HOTEL & ITINERARY CHANGES
Beyond Travel and its principals will do everything possible
to make sure your holiday goes according to plan; however,
sometimes an unforeseen event occurs to cause changes to
itinerary, hotel or vessel. Beyond Travel will notify you on these
changes as soon as possible.

MOORING
Many of Croatia’s historic harbours, especially on the islands,
are small and cruising in Croatia has grown in popularity over
the past ten years. As such it is not unusual for two or more
ships to moor alongside each other, particularly in busy ports

where mooring spaces are at a premium. On occasion, your
cruise ship may be moored alongside a number of other
vessels when embarking or disembarking. The view from
your cabin window may also be blocked when there is
another ship alongside.

TOUR CONDITIONS & SPECIAL REQUESTS
The services we provide are suitable for almost anyone and
age is seldom an issue. An eagerness to be involved and a
positive approach to travel will result in a satisfying and
rewarding holiday. It is however your responsibility to ensure
that you have a suitable level of fitness to undertake your
chosen travel itinerary and you must inform Beyond Travel of
any medical condition that may prevent your full participation.
For the enjoyment and safety of our passengers, Beyond
Travel and its principles reserve the right to substitute hotels
and amend itineraries if necessary to do so. If a re-routing of
a tour is required; Beyond Travel will cover any additional
costs associated with those changes within the dates of the
particular tour. Any other changes (e.g. airline changes) which
result in additional hotel nights, meals or other services are
the responsibility of the passenger. Beyond Travel should be
advised at time of booking of any dietary requirements or
special requests, such as bedding preferences, non-smoking
rooms, etc. Whilst we can not guarantee, we will place those
requests and endeavour to have the supplier honour these
requests when possible.

DOCUMENTATION
Documentation is normally issued within 4 weeks of your
departure from Australia or New Zealand. Please note that
seat reservations on most rail sectors are generally not
available until 45-60 days prior to date of travel. 

PASSPORTS & VISAS
Australian and New Zealand citizens must hold a current
passport which must be valid for at least six months after your
departure. It is the responsibility of the individual to obtain the
required visas prior to departure. Failure to do so which
results in the need to cancel travel arrangements will incur
normal cancellation penalties.

TRAVEL INSURANCE
Cancellation and refund conditions are strictly enforced;
therefore, we strongly recommend that you carry
comprehensive travel insurance which covers cancellation
due to unforeseen circumstances or those beyond your
control. Ask your travel agent or Beyond Travel consultant
for a choice of policies.

RESPONSIBILITY
Beyond Travel Group Pty Ltd, trading as Beyond Travel, is
an intermediary and acts only in the capacity of agent for
the passengers in all matters of transportation, tour and
cruise operations and other services. All receipts, tickets or
vouchers are issued subject to the terms and conditions
under which services are provided. To the fullest extent
permitted by law. Beyond Travel assumes no responsibility
for loss, injury, accident, delay, damage or irregularity that
may be caused to person or property, however caused or
arising during any tour under its management, sponsorship
or procurement. Travellers acknowledge that reasonable
changes may be made, and it is the responsibility of the
passengers to make sure that they are in possession of the
proper travel documents. The issuance and acceptance of
receipts, tickets, or vouchers shall be deemed consent to
the above conditions. If Beyond Travel’s services are not
supplied to a consumer, its liability is limited to the re-
supply of the services or payment of the cost of having
those services resupplied. Nothing in this document is
intended to limit or waive any applicable consumer
guarantee under the Australian Consumer Law with respect
to the provision of services with due care and skill, within a
reasonable time (if no time is set) and that they be fit for any
specified purpose.

2019 SPECIAL JOURNEY DEPARTURES
To guarantee your place on a 2019 Special Journey
departure, a $250 per person deposit will be required. This
deposit is non binding and is fully refundable should the
dates change and/or no longer be suitable. Full 2019 details
will be available from July 2018 when we will contact you
to confirm your interest to travel and if so, full deposit and
normal terms and conditions will be due. Prior to this the
deposit can be refunded for any reason.

Terms & Conditions



FOR RESERVATIONS
please contact your travel agent:

AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND

Level 4 Suite 2, 83-97 Kippax Street
Surry Hills, NSW 2010, Australia

T: +61 2 9080 0400    

F: +61 2 9080 0499

Australia: 1300 363 554

New Zealand: 0800 550 065

Email: info@beyondtravel.com.au

Visit: www.beyondtravel.com.au

www.cruise-croatia.com.au

www.cruise-russia.com.au

www.india-and-beyond.com.au 

www.facebook.com/BeyondTravelau/

beyond_travel_au
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